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ABSTRACT

Combining Information to Answer Questions about
Names and Categories

by

Ginger L. Kelso, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2009

Major Professor: Dr. Timothy A. Slocum
Department: Special Education and Rehabilitation

Children’s language and world knowledge grows explosively in the preschool
years. One critical contributor to this growth is their developing ability to infer relations
beyond those that have been directly taught or modeled. Categorization is one type of
skill commonly taught in preschool in which inference is an important aspect. This study
explored the development of specific types of inferences within a categorization relation:
those among naming items and categories, selecting items based on their names and
categories, and answering questions that relate names and categories. Children learned
names and categories for a set of unfamiliar cartoon characters through one of two
training protocols: (a) Listener training involved selecting a picture upon hearing an item
name or category; (b) Expressive training involved saying an item name or category upon
seeing a picture. Following training, we tested whether children derived several kinds of
untrained responses. Those children who received Expressive training (saying names)
completed tests of listener responses (selecting pictures); similarly, those children who
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received Listener training (selecting pictures) completed tests of expressive responses
(saying names). Next, children answered oral questions in the absence of pictures.
Results show that children receiving Expressive and Listener training produce naming
and question answering responses at levels above chance. However, many children failed
to answer all questions correctly. The Expressive group produced naming and question
answering responses at significantly higher levels than the Listener group. This suggests
that Listener training is a weaker form of instruction when the goal of instruction is the
production of untrained responses. However, these results are tentative because unequal
proportions of children completed each type of training. Finally, we examined the
relationship between naming and question answering. Few children answered questions
at a higher level than they produced names. This study shows that children learn to infer
responses from both Listener and Expressive trainings. This study also suggests that
naming and question answering responses are related responses. The current study
highlights the need for later research on teaching inference skills such as naming and
question answering to those who do not develop them in the absence of specific
instruction.
(167 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Language is the behavior that most clearly separates humans from other animal
species. Language allows us to engage in many complex interactions and
communications that would not be possible otherwise. On a general level, language
allows us to interact more effectively in a society. Language allows us to learn through
instructions (Hayes, Zettle, & Rosenfarb, 1989). We alter our behavior based on our
understanding of words without having to directly experience the events described. We
do not have to learn everything through the effects of consequences or through imitation.
Instead, we can follow instructions to correctly perform a vast variety of behaviors
including performing novel behaviors performed for the first time and improving
previously learned skills. Instructions can establish discriminative stimuli by specifying
the relationship between antecedent conditions and consequences of behaviors (e.g.,
Skinner, 1966). On a broader scale, knowledge and culture can be passed down through
generations using language. Our behavior is in part a result of the experience of others
impacting us through their language. The value of language is evident because language
provides a means to generate or infer knowledge not learned through direct teaching.
Theories of language development help to explain the role and importance of language.
Numerous scholars from a wide variety of psychological traditions have attempted
theoretical analyses of language to map out what language is, how it is learned, and how
it affects our behavior. In this study, we will focus primarily on behavioral theories of
language.
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Skinner’s Analysis of Verbal Behavior

B.F. Skinner provided a functional analysis of verbal behavior (Skinner, 1957).
His fundamental observations were that language (verbal behavior) is operant behavior,
people engage in these behaviors because of a variety of consequences and in a variety of
contexts, and that instances of verbal behavior can be classified according to their
function and context. Here, we will focus on just three types of verbal behavior defined
by Skinner – mands, tacts, and intraverbals. The mand is an instance of verbal behavior
that is a result of a motivating operation (such as a state of deprivation or a need). In nontechnical terms, mands are frequently called requests, commands, or pleas. The mand is
reinforced by access to the thing requested. For example, a very simple mand for a candy
bar may take the form of “Give me a candy bar” or “That candy bar sure looks good.” If
these behaviors are typically reinforced by access to the candy bar, they are mands, even
if they are not formally phrased as requests (as in the second example).
A second type of verbal behavior defined by Skinner is the tact. Tacting is
frequently called naming, identifying, or describing. The tact is under the control of a
nonverbal stimulus in the environment (e.g., an object) and is reinforced by a generalized
social form of reinforcement such as attention. For example, a child may see a cat and say
“cat.” This is reinforced by the parent giving attention, saying “great,” and so on. In this
example, the response “cat” is under the control of the object cat and is reinforced with
praise, not access to the cat. It is important to note that the mand and the tact may have
the same form, but still have different functions. For example, if the child says “milk” to
obtain milk, the word is functioning as a mand. If the child is not thirsty but sees some
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milk and says “milk” for general attention and praise, the word “milk” is serving a
different function, that of a tact.
The third type of verbal behavior that will be addressed here is the intraverbal.
The intraverbal is a verbal response to a verbal stimulus (i.e., it is a response to someone
else’s or one’s own statement or question) reinforced through generalized reinforcement.
For example, given the stimulus “Who is your teacher?” the response “Mrs. Jones” is an
intraverbal. This response is reinforced by a generalized form of reinforcement. Many
categorization responses are also intraverbals. For example, the child says “cat” when
told to “name an animal.” Or the child says “animal” when asked “What is a cat?” Each
response is socially reinforced and is not controlled by the presence of the object (as in a
tact) or a need for the object (as in a mand). Many of the common things we say
throughout the day are intraverbal responses. Saying the word “plants” when asked
“What do herbivores eat?” is an example of an intraverbal response. “Seraphim” is an
intraverbal response to “Name a celestial being.” On a more complex level, logical
syllogisms require intraverbal responses. For example, “If the bell rings, then there is
someone at the door. The bell did not ring. Is there someone at the door?” You can
produce the correct response to this question through a series of intraverbal responses
based on the rules of logic. These responses are intraverbal because each response is
based on a verbal antecedent and are typically followed by a social form of
reinforcement. As these examples suggest, the class of intraverbals is large and varied.
Skinner continued his analysis beyond classifying instances of verbal behavior
based on their contexts and functions. He also analyzed the ways in which each type of
verbal behavior is likely learned. Skinner proposed that different types of verbal
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behaviors initially develop independent of each other despite the fact that they might
have the same topographical form (i.e., use the same word) – this has been referred to as
functional independence. For example, a child may learn to name milk when seeing a
glass of milk on the table, but not be able to request it when thirsty. In fact, it is a
common observation among language teachers and researchers that language taught out
of context may not be used in its real world context. The possibility of various types of
verbal behavior developing independently is plausible if we consider the different
conditions under which each type of response is produced. Table 1 contains a list of types
of verbal behavior (mand, tact, and intraverbal) along with the conditions under which
each type occurs. Scanning down the antecedent column shows the important differences
in the contexts of each of these forms of verbal behavior. The mand for milk occurs
when the speaker wants milk, the tact occurs when the speaker sees milk, and the
intraverbal occurs when the speaker hears a question (or other verbal stimulus) that calls
for “milk” as a response. These antecedents for the three types of responses have no
physical characteristics in common. Based on these differences in antecedents (and
consequences), Skinner argued that the different types of responses cannot be assumed to
automatically interconnect. If a person can use a word in multiple ways, each usage of
the word must be accounted for separately.
A substantial amount of research exists on functional independence of naming
and requesting. (To aid the reader, from this point on, mands will be referred to as
requests and tacts will be referred to as names.) For example, Lamarre and Holland
(1985) examined whether young children could transfer responses from requests to
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Table 1
Antecedents and Consequences of Verbal Behavior
Type of verbal
Antecedent

Behavior

Consequence

Saying “milk”

Access to milk

Behavior
Mand (requesting)

”Desire” for a thing.
(e.g., thirsty for milk)

Tact (naming)

The presence of a thing

Social reinforcement
Saying “milk”

(e.g., glass of milk)
Intraverbal

(adult smiles)

Verbal stimulus
Social reinforcement
(e.g., “What is cheese made

Saying “milk”
(adult smiles)

from?”)

names, and vice versa. Nine typically developing children between the ages of three and
five were taught to either name or request the placement of an object. Five children were
trained to name the placement. They were shown two objects placed side by side and
were asked “Where is the (object)?” The children were trained to respond either “on the
left” or “on the right.” Following training, each child was tested to determine if s/he
could also request the placement of the object by answering the question “Where do you
want me to put the (object)?” The child was expected to answer either “on the left” or “on
the right.” Following training on object placement names, these children did not produce
requests for object placement. Four additional children were directly trained to request
object placement. They were shown two objects, and were asked “Where do you want me
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to put the (object)?” They were taught to say either “on the left” or “on the right.” When
the child said one of these phrases the objects were placed in the requested position.
Following training, these four children did not produce the corresponding naming
response for placement of the object. Overall, Lamarre and Holland found that nine
typically developing preschool-age children did not show transfer between naming and
requesting behaviors. Given these outcomes, the Lamarre and Holland study supports the
argument that different types of verbal behavior develop independently in young
children. However, spatial positions or placements are abstract concepts. It is not known
whether the children would have performed differently if they were asked to name or
request concrete objects instead of object placements. Additionally, it is not clear whether
the children were sufficiently motivated to request placement of an object. The children
may have performed differently given sufficient motivation.
Petursdottir, Carr, and Michael (2005) suggest that the functional independence
demonstrated in the Lamarre and Holland (1985) study may have been due to
methodological features of the study described. To test their conclusions, Petursdottir et
al. conducted a replication study. Typically developing 2 to 4-year-old children were
trained to complete two puzzles. Correct placement of each piece of the puzzle was
established as a reinforcer by providing the children with stickers upon puzzle
completion. Stickers were assumed to be reinforcing because the children chose the
specific stickers to be earned prior to each session. Delivery of stickers was always paired
with praise. After the children could reliably complete the puzzle, they were taught to
name each piece of one puzzle. Nonsense words were used as names. The experimenter
held up each piece and asked “What is this?” Correct responses were reinforced with
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praise and stickers. Incorrect responses were followed by a model of the correct name.
Once the children had mastered names, they were instructed to complete the puzzle.
However, the puzzle pieces were kept out of the child’s sight. The child was expected to
request each puzzle piece. If no request occurred, the experimenter prompted a request by
asking “What do you need?” Following training in naming responses, two of the five
children reliably requested the puzzle pieces. Of the three children who did not reliably
request puzzle pieces, two produced requests intermittently while one child failed to
produce any requests. For the second puzzle, requesting of pieces was directly trained.
The procedure was identical to the requesting test for the first puzzle except different
names were used for pieces of the second puzzle. Following mastery of requesting, the
experimenter held up each puzzle piece and asked, “What is this?” Following training for
requests, all children reliably produced untrained naming responses. This study shows
that children even younger than those in the Lamarre and Holland study are able to
transfer responses from requesting to naming with some children also transferring names
to requests when (1) concrete objects were named and requested, and (2) the children
were motivated to request the objects.
Hall and Sundberg (1987) examined the independence of tact and mand
repertoires using concrete objects and a task similar to that used by Petursdottir et al.
(2005). Two teenagers with mental retardation who could name numerous objects but
showed very low rates of requesting behavior participated in this study. They were tested
to ensure that they could name a set of items, and were then taught to perform a chain of
behaviors that required those items. For example, one student was taught the steps for
making instant soup: tear open the package of instant soup, pour it into the bowl, pour hot
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water on it, stir the soup, and eat it with a spoon. In the test, the students were told to start
the chain of behaviors, but one necessary item was missing. In the instant soup example,
the bowl was missing. The students would need to request this item to finish the chain of
behaviors. Although each of the students could reliably name each of the missing items,
they did not request these items when they came to the point in the task that the item was
necessary. This strongly supports the functional independence of naming and requesting
repertoires for this population. Following this test, the students were trained to request the
needed items until all students reliably requested the necessary item for each chain of
behaviors. After the students had mastered this training, they were told to complete the
same chain of behaviors again, but a different item was missing. The students were able
to request these new missing items having only been trained to name them. These studies
(Hall & Sundberg, 1987; Lamarre & Holland, 1985) show that, for individuals with
rudimentary language skills, naming and requesting behaviors can develop independently
of each other. The Petursdottir et al. study as well as the training phase of the Hall and
Sundberg study demonstrate that, with training and practice, naming and requesting can
become interdependent – that is, children can be taught the relationship between naming
and requesting.
Similar to the outcomes of the Petursdottir et al. (2005) and Hall and Sundberg
(1987), others (e.g., Hanley, Iwata, & Lindberg, 1999; Kelley, Shillingsburg, Castro,
Addison, & LaRue, 2007) have found that under certain circumstances, training in one
type of verbal response produces others without additional training. In fact, Skinner
(1957) described several of the circumstances that make transfer from one type of verbal
behavior to another more likely. These circumstances include:
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1. The request may have been learned in the presence of the target object. For
example, a child may see a glass of milk sitting on the table. The child says
“milk” because she is thirsty, and an adult hands the milk to the child. This is
clearly a request (mand) since the child was thirsty. But, it may help the child
learn to name (tact) the milk since the milk was present prior to responding (i.e.,
the conditions for a tact were present).
2. The consequence for requesting a target object (obtaining object) is similar to the
antecedent conditions for naming the object (presence of object). For example, if
the child does not see any milk but requests it by saying “milk,” the child obtains
the milk. This is also clearly a request (mand), but the consequence (obtaining
milk) is similar to the conditions for naming (tact) – presence of the milk. This
may help the child learn to name the milk.
3. A listener may accidentally reinforce a naming response as if it were a request,
and vice versa. It is possible that a child, who is not thirsty, may see milk on the
table and say “milk” to receive praise. This is clearly a naming (tact) response.
But, the adult may misunderstand the child and hand the milk to the child as if the
child had requested it (mand). This may help the child to learn to request the milk
in the future when she is thirsty.
4. The child may learn an intervening behavior that enables the child to transfer a
response from a name to a request. For example, the child may already reliably
name milk by saying “milk” as well as request other objects by saying “Please
give me…” This child, when thirsty in the presence of milk, may request a
behavior of the listener (“Please give me…”) and then name the milk (“milk”).
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The entire spoken phrase “Please give me milk” is then reinforced as a request
(milk is obtained). The response “milk” would likely be produced in the future as
a request due to this history of reinforcement.
While a substantial amount of research has focused on the independence of
naming and requesting, little research has explored the relationship between naming and
intraverbal behaviors. According to Skinner, early in language acquisition these types of
verbal behaviors should also develop independently since they are under the control of
different stimuli. As described in Table 1, the tact (naming) is controlled by a nonverbal
stimulus (e.g., an object) while the intraverbal is under the control of a verbal stimulus
(someone else’s or one’s own verbal behavior). The situation in which a child says
“milk” upon seeing a glass of milk is very different from the situation in which the child
answers the question “What is cheese made from?” It is plausible that we might learn to
name an item without being able to answer a question about the item.
One area of language in which the relationship between naming and intraverbals
has been addressed is categorization. Earlier we mentioned intraverbal categorization
responses such as saying “cat” when told to “name an animal” and saying “animal” when
asked “What is a cat?” If the development of naming and intraverbals is completely
independent, then each naming response and intraverbal response must be taught
separately. But, if naming and intraverbal repertoires are interdependent, learners could,
under some circumstances, make intraverbal responses without direct training. It is
important to determine what circumstances may produce interdependence.
Several researchers have assessed children’s ability to produce naming and
intraverbal responses. Luciano (1986) investigated functional independence of naming
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and intraverbal responses for three teenage students with mental retardation. Stimulus
items consisted of eight to twelve objects or pictures for each of several categories (e.g.,
food, drinks, and clothes). All students, prior to beginning the study, were able to say
each item name when shown the picture or object (e.g., bread, shirt). However, the
researchers did not confirm whether the students could also produce the category label
(e.g., food, clothes) when shown each picture or object. Category labels were neither
tested nor trained. The participants were tested on their ability to produce intraverbal
responses. The intraverbal behavior was defined as producing the names of items (e.g.
bread, cheese, and banana) after a cue such as “Tell me the names of foods.” During
baseline, most students produced very low levels of correct intraverbal responses despite
being able to name each item. Following baseline, intraverbal responses were trained
directly. If the student failed to produce intraverbals during training, a picture prompt was
used. Results showed that following training in intraverbal responses, students increased
the number of correct directly trained intraverbals produced. This study shows that the
ability to name the items alone was insufficient to result in high levels of correct
intraverbal responses. However, since it is unknown whether the participants could
produce category labels when presented with pictures or objects, students may have
lacked logically necessary information to make the intraverbal responses. Thus, this
study was not a strong test of independence of naming (tacting) and intraverbals.
Partington and Bailey (1993) replicated and extended Luciano’s (1986) work. In
Experiment 1, they directly replicated Luciano’s methods and obtained similar results. In
Experiment 2, however, Partington and Bailey repeated the methods of Experiment 1,
and added instruction in category labels. Four typically developing 4-year-old children
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who did not participate in Experiment 1 learned item names and category labels for five
pictures in each of four categories. For each item, the children were first trained to say the
item name (e.g., “apple”). After the correct name was produced for each item, the
experimenter provided a prompt for the child to say the category label (e.g., “and it’s a
fruit”). This prompt was then faded so that the child was producing both the item name
and category label as a single response upon seeing the picture (e.g., “apple and it’s a
fruit”). Intraverbal responses were tested before and after this training. Training in both
item names and category labels resulted in a noticeable increase in production of
untrained intraverbal responses for two of the four participants in some categories.
Compared to baseline, these students produced from one to three additional intraverbals
out of five possible responses. This result should be interpreted with caution, however,
because the item name and category label were taught as a single response. The
juxtaposition of names and category labels within a single response could have facilitated
the production of intraverbals. The intraverbals were then directly trained and all children
improved in trained intraverbal responses. Intraverbal responses were not directly trained
in one category (furniture) in order to measure generalization to untrained intraverbals.
Compared to responses emitted prior to the introduction of training on other categories,
these children produced from one to three additional intraverbals out of five possible
responses. This experiment shows that when preschool-age children are taught both
category labels and item names, they may produce some untrained intraverbal responses
based on those names and categories. Furthermore, the study suggested that direct
training of intraverbals in several categories can improve untaught intraverbals in other
categories. That is, intraverbal skills generalized across categories. These findings
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demonstrate that it is crucial to ensure that participants have mastery of all relevant labels
(in this case item names and categories) before testing for related intraverbals.
While the two previously described studies provided information on the
sufficiency of training item names and category labels in producing untrained
intraverbals, a third study (Petursdottir, Carr, Lechago, & Almason, 2008) added another
variable to the analysis. This study brought the modality of responding (expressive or
listener) into question. Training of items can involve expressive responses (i.e., the child
says the name) or listener responses (i.e., the child points to a named object). Children
between the ages of three and four were taught to produce item names and category
labels for arbitrary and unfamiliar stimuli - outline shapes of several African countries
and characters from non-Roman alphabets. Arbitrary and unfamiliar stimuli were used to
prevent a child’s history with a particular item from either enhancing or interfering with
learning. The outlines of countries were divided into four sets of two with category labels
of North and South or East and West. The non-Roman alphabet characters were also
divided into four sets of two with category labels of Greek and Cyrillic or Kata and Hira.
Children were taught to name items as in previously described studies (e.g., “What is
this?”), which is an expressive response. Unlike previously described studies, a listener
response was also taught for item names. This took the form of selecting the picture from
an array of three after hearing the item name (e.g., “Which one is Sudan?”). The child
was required to consistently produce both the naming and selecting responses to master
this part of the training. At this point, category labels had not been taught. In this study,
the intraverbal response is different than those described in previous studies. The
intraverbal was defined as saying the category label when presented with a name (e.g.,
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“Sudan is …”). Following training in item names, no intraverbal responses were
produced. Next, the children were trained in category labels. In previously described
studies the category label was trained as an expressive response of saying the category
label when the picture is presented. However, in this study, the category label was only
trained as listener responding. When the appropriate cue was provided (“Which one is
North?”), the child would select a picture from an array of three. Following this training,
intraverbals were again tested. Two of the three children showed no increases in
intraverbals, and the remaining child showed only very small increases in intraverbal
responses. This study suggests that when the item name is taught by both saying the name
and selecting the picture, and the category label is taught only by selecting the picture,
this is insufficient to produce substantial untrained intraverbal responding in preschool
children. Compared to Experiment 2 of Partington and Bailey (1993), in which both item
names and category labels were trained expressively, this study showed a smaller
increase in intraverbal responses. This may mean that teaching the category label as an
expressive skill (i.e., saying the label when shown a picture) is necessary to produce
substantial increases in intraverbal responding in this population.
These three studies give us only preliminary and tentative evidence about whether
intraverbals will emerge untrained following training in item names and category labels
for preschool-age children. A summary of studies can be found in Table 2. If naming and
intraverbal repertoires develop independently we would expect to see that training in item
names and category labels is insufficient to result in untrained intraverbal responses. But,
if these repertoires are inherently interdependent or have become interdependent by the
time children are preschool age, we would expect to see this type of training result in
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increases in untrained intraverbal responses. These studies suggest that the degree of
independence of intraverbal and naming responses may depend on the type of name and
category label training provided. Expressive training (saying the item names and labels)
may produce some untrained intraverbals while listener training (selecting the items
when presented with item names or category labels) may not result in untrained
intraverbal responses.
Miguel, Petursdottir, and Carr (2005) studied the effects of Listener training,
Expressive training, and intraverbal training on intraverbal responses in typically
developing children between the ages of three and five. Ten pictures of objects from each
of two categories were trained for each child. Categories included kitchen items, musical
instruments, and tools. In the Expressive training, subjects learned to say the item name
(e.g. “hammer”) when shown a picture. They also learned to say the category label (e.g.
“tool”) when shown the picture. The Listener training required the children to point to the
picture of an item when presented with the item name or the category label. Three
children received the Expressive training and then the Listener training. The other three
children received Listener training first followed by Expressive training. All six children
participated in intraverbal training last. Intraverbal responses were tested before and after
each method of training. In this study, children made intraverbal responses by saying the
names of items when given a cue such as “What are some tools?” When Expressive
training was implemented first, it resulted in small increases in intraverbal responses. One
participant produced only one intraverbal response following Expressive training while
two participants produced as many as four responses. When Listener training was
implemented first, it also resulted in small increases in intraverbal responses. One
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participant produced no untrained intraverbal responses following Listener training while
two participants produced between five and seven responses. Whichever form of training
was implemented second resulted in no improvement in intraverbal responses over that
achieved in the first training. This finding seems unusual but may be explained by
methodological features that will be described later. The final intervention in which the
intraverbal was directly trained resulted in substantial increases in the trained intraverbal
responding. This study shows that Expressive (naming) and Listener (selecting) trainings
both resulted in small increases in intraverbal responses. The authors conclude that these
findings support functional independence of naming and intraverbal repertoires.
However, several aspects of this study may limit confident conclusions.
The pattern of responding obtained on intraverbal tests complicates the results of
the Miguel et al. (2005) study. First, following training in either expressive or listener
responses, some of the participants showed an initial increase in untrained intraverbal
responses followed by a quick decline in correct intraverbals. This was also the case
when children received direct training in intraverbal responses. A possible explanation
for this pattern of responding may be found in the reinforcement schedule used during
training and intraverbal testing. During all three forms of training, every correct response
was followed by praise. But in intraverbal testing that followed training, no praise was
provided for correct responding. It is possible that the pattern of responding during
intraverbal testing (initial increases followed by decline in correct responding) was due to
this abrupt change in the amount of praise provided in training and in testing. The
absence of reinforcement (praise) during testing may have resulted in extinction of the
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intraverbal response. It is possible that levels of intraverbal responding would have
continued to increase if such responses were reinforced.
Another aspect of the Miguel et al. (2005) study that adds complication to
drawing confident conclusions is the presence of generalization to untrained categories.
For four out of the five children who received direct training in intraverbal responses, a
pattern of responding emerged. For each child, intraverbal testing occurred on two
categories at the same time, but intraverbal training began at different times for each
category. When the training began on the first category, increases in intraverbal responses
were shown in both the trained category as well as the untrained category. This could be
explained in two ways. First, this could signal that the child was already capable of
producing intraverbal responses prior to direct intraverbal training on the second category
but was not sufficiently motivated until praise was encountered for intraverbal
responding on the first category. Or the child may not have understood the task until
correct responding was praised on the first category. On the other hand, this may suggest
that the child learned the underlying relationships between the naming and intraverbal
responses through training on the first category, and thus could infer the correct
intraverbal response in the second category without direct training.
In combination, the four studies discussed show that in some situations, training
in item names and category labels is sufficient to produce untrained intraverbal responses
for some preschool-age children. Evidence from Partington and Bailey (1993) and
Miguel et al. (2005) may help us begin to understand the circumstances necessary to
produce untrained intraverbal responses. Refer to Table 2 for a comparison of these
studies. In both of these studies some untrained intraverbals do emerge following training
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in item names and category labels. In Partington and Bailey the naming responses were
taught expressively (saying item names and category labels). In Miguel et al. the naming
responses were taught both expressively and as listener responses (selecting pictures
when presented with item names and category labels). When the results from these two
studies are combined, it looks as if the expressive form of responding in both item names
and category labels supports untrained intraverbal responses. This finding is supported by
the Petursdottir et al. study in which category labels were trained only as listener
responding and untrained intraverbals were not reliably produced. The Partington and
Bailey and the Miguel et al. studies also showed evidence that untrained intraverbal
responses increased in later categories following direct intraverbal training in earlier
categories. This suggests that the children may have learned the underlying relationship
between naming responses and intraverbal responses. A second behaviorally based theory
of language may shed some light on how this underlying relationship was learned.

Relational Frame Theory

It will be useful to reinterpret these studies from the perspective of relational
frame theory (RFT); but before offering this analysis, some background on RFT is
needed. RFT is a behavior analytic approach to language and cognition (Hayes, BarnesHolmes, & Roche, 2001). It is based on the premise that language is symbolic, relational,
and generative. For our present purposes, the relational feature of language is most
relevant. RFT argues that because words relate to things, language is necessarily
relational. The relation between words and things is one of identity – the simplest of
relations. However, there are many other ways that words, things, actions, and properties
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can be related. Some of the more complex relations are conditional (if-then), causal, and
hierarchal. Each kind of relation entails different implications for the items that are
related. For example, classification is one type of a hierarchical relation. In
classification, all of the characteristics of the class are implied for all members of that
class. If we know that a barracuda is a fish, and we have learned to respond according to
hierarchical relations, then all of our responses to fish come to be related to barracuda.
We can infer that it lives in water and breathes with gills even if no one has told us this
information directly.
On a more specific level, according to RFT, there are three defining features of
relational responding: (a) mutual entailment, (b) combinatorial entailment, and (c)
transformation of stimulus functions (Hayes et al., 2001), illustrated in Table 3. Mutual
entailment is the ability to respond to relations bidirectionally. For example, if you have
learned the faster/slower relation and I told you that Mike runs slower than Adam, you
could derive that Adam runs faster than Mike. You are able to respond to Adam as the
faster runner even though you were not directly taught this response; you are responding
with mutual entailment. Combinatorial entailment is the ability to combine two or more
taught relations to derive a third relation. For example, I can tell you that Mike runs
slower than Adam and Bobby runs slower than Mike. I did not tell you the relation
between Bobby and Adam, but by combining the taught responses, you can derive that
Bobby is also slower than Adam. Finally, transformation of stimulus function occurs
when a psychological function is transformed through relations. Psychological functions
include respondent functions (e.g. aversion, preference, fear, anxiety, etc.) or operant
functions (discriminative, reinforcing, etc.). For example, the relations described above
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Table 3
Aspects of Relational Responding
Relational
Example

response

Illustration

Mutual entailment Taught: Mike runs slower than
Adam
Derived: Adam runs faster than
Mike
Combinatorial

Taught: Mike runs slower than

entailment

Adam and Bobby runs slower than
Mike
Derived: Bobby runs slower than
Adam

Transformation of Context: Bet who will lose a race.
stimulus function

Discriminative Stimulus: Bobby
Response: Bet on Bobby
Consequence: You win

Note. Solid lines denote taught relations. Dashed lines denote derived relations.
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could transform Bobby into a discriminative stimulus for betting he will lose a race. From
an RFT perspective, language competence implies the ability to respond based on mutual
entailment, combinatorial entailment, and transformation of stimulus function.
Mutual entailment and combinatorial entailment are the aspects of language most
relevant to the relations between naming and intraverbal repertoires. First, mutual
entailment may be performed between the picture and the item name or category label.
For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, children are taught to respond in one direction
such as responding to the word by pointing to the object (solid line). If the child has the
skill of mutual entailment for naming relations, she will be able to say the name of the
object (dashed line) without additional training. In the same way, if a child was directly
taught to say the item name upon seeing the picture, then the mutually entailed response
would be to then point to the picture upon hearing the name without direct training.
In the studies described above, untrained intraverbal responses are possible only through
combinatorial entailment. The children must combine trained responses to item names
and category labels to derive the intraverbal response. This is illustrated in Figure 2. If
the child (a) can name (tact) a “cat,” (b) can respond to the same object with the category
label “animal” (another tact), and (c) has the combinatorial entailment skill for category
relations, then s/he should be able to say “cat” when told to “name an animal” and to say
“animal” when asked “What is a cat?” even though these responses were not directly
trained (dashed lines).
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Figure 1. Mutual entailment between picture and item name.

Figure 2. Combinatorial entailment among picture, item name, and category label.

According to RFT, mutual entailment and combinatorial entailment are learned
through exposure to multiple exemplars, and this learning is an important part of early
language development. Initially, young children would be expected to lack the skills of
mutual and combinatorial entailment, but through the process of learning many sets of
relations in which these entailment relations hold, they begin to respond according to
these patterns. During learning of initial categorical relations, all three relations must be
learned independently (item name, category label, and intraverbal). However, after the
child has learned multiple categorical relations, new intraverbal responses should emerge
following only item name and category label training.
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When comparing Skinner’s analysis of language and RFT, it is notable that
although the two theories approach language from different perspectives, they are not
necessarily incompatible. Skinner claimed that types of language like naming and
intraverbals develop independently of each other. A child may be able to say a name in
response to an object, but not produce that same name in response to a question about the
object. RFT does not contradict Skinner’s assertion; RFT also assumes that the naming
and intraverbal repertoires initially develop independently. However, RFT is much more
explicit than Skinner about how the two types of responses become interdependent. RFT
claims that the child learns the general relationship between naming and responding to
various kinds of intraverbal questions through exposure to multiple exemplars. Therefore,
at some point in language development, naming and intraverbal repertoires should
become interdependent. Once this interdependence is established, learning to name and
give the category label for objects should produce untrained intraverbal responses. Given
this background on RFT, we can reinterpret the previously described studies from an RFT
perspective.

Reinterpreting the Literature Based on RFT

In the Luciano (1986) and Partington and Bailey (1993) studies, intraverbal
behavior is first assessed after training in item names, but without systematic training or
assessment of category labels. Untaught intraverbals did not emerge under these
conditions. This would be expected from an RFT perspective. Combinatorial entailment
requires the ability to make all of the logically necessary responses, in this case, naming
the object and its category. In Experiment 2, Partington and Bailey taught both item
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names and category labels. According to RFT, this should be sufficient to produce
untrained intraverbal responses, via combinatorial entailment, in children who have this
combinatorial skill. Whether a given preschooler has this skill is an empirical matter that
cannot be predicted based on the theory. In fact, untrained intraverbal responses did
increase somewhat. Therefore, the findings from these studies are consistent with the
RFT perspective of how this type of language skill develops. The incomplete transfer
from naming to intraverbal responses could be attributed to the preschoolers’ incomplete
combinatorial entailment skill with categorical relations or to other factors. Table 4
contains a comparison of study aspects relevant to RFT.
The studies by Petursdottir et al. (2008) and Miguel et al. (2005) both highlight
the relationship between the ability to produce mutually entailed responses (produce
expressive response after Listener training, and vice versa) and the ability to derive
intraverbal responses (combinatorial entailment). In Petursdottir et al., item names are
taught as both expressive and listener responses, but only the listener response (selecting
the correct picture when the category label is presented) was trained for category labels.
A child with strong mutual entailment skills would be able to derive the expressive
response for category labels. The three children were tested at the end of the study to
determine if they had, in fact, derived the expressive response for category labels. Only
one of the three children was able to produce any correct expressive responses (i.e.,
respond with mutual entailment). Of the three children, he was also the only child to
produce any untrained intraverbal responses. From an RFT perspective, this may suggest
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Table 4
Comparison of Study Characteristics using RFT
Trained two

Mutual

Transfer to intraverbals

relations?

entailment?

(combinatorial entailment)

Luciano (1986)

No

Not tested

No transfer

Partington &Bailey

No

Not tested

No transfer

Yes

Not tested

Some transfer

Petursdottir et al. (2008)

Yes

Some

Minimal transfer

Miguel et al. (2005)

Yes

Not tested

Some transfer

Study

(1993) Exp. 1
Partington & Bailey
(1993) Exp. 2

that the ability to derive the mutual entailment response for category labels is related to
the ability to produce the combinatorial response - the untrained intraverbal.
Miguel et al. (2005) also approached the relationship between mutual and
combinatorial entailment by teaching naming either as listener responses (selecting) or as
expressive responses (naming). However, in this study, every child received both
methods of training sequentially. Some children began with training in both item names
and category labels using only listener responses. Some children began with training in
only expressive responses. Some increases were evident in untrained intraverbal
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responses under each training condition when it was implemented first. Unfortunately, no
attempt was made to test whether each child could derive mutually entailed responses.
That is, we do not know whether those who first learned listener responses could derive
expressive responses prior to receiving training on expressive responses, and vice versa.
Therefore, no conclusions about the presence of a relationship between mutual entailment
and untrained intraverbals (combinatorial entailment) can be made based on this study.
To date, little research has been conducted to determine whether the ability to
perform mutual entailment is related to the ability to perform combinatorial entailment. It
is important to determine whether these two repertoires are related. According to Hayes
et al. (2001, p. 31) “it seems highly likely that combinatorial entailment usually emerges
slightly later in language training than mutual entailment due to its complexity and
training history. In principle, however, combinatorial entailment need not be linearly
related to mutual entailment.” Research in this area should clarify this relationship and
serve as a foundation for developing or enhancing preschool curricula to increase
children’s generative use of language. More specifically, research is needed to determine
whether mutual entailment is an essential component of learning to produce
combinatorially entailed responses such as the untrained intraverbal. An intervention to
enhance mutual and combinatorial entailment skills could make instruction more efficient
and would allow children to learn more from the environment and daily experiences.

Existing Research on Mutual Entailment

While the evidence in the existing literature is inadequate to determine the
relationship between mutual entailment and combinatorial entailment, many researchers
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have addressed the effects of various training methods on mutual entailment. It has been
well established in the literature from various disciplines that names taught as expressive
responses (saying names) are likely to transfer to listener responses (selecting the named
items) without additional training in many groups of children. Whether names trained as
listener responding (i.e., selecting items) transfer to expressive responses without
additional training is more variable. For example, Wynn and Smith (2003) taught
children with autism between the ages of three and seven names for various objects using
either Expressive or Listener training methods. These children showed generalization
from Expressive training to listener responses for item names more often than they
showed generalization from Listener training to expressive responses. These results are
supported by numerous other studies. For example, the relationship between training
method and mutual entailment was addressed specifically for category labels in a series
of three studies (Horne, Hughes, & Lowe, 2006; Horne, Lowe, & Randle, 2004; Lowe,
Horne, & Hughes, 2005). In this series of studies, typically developing children between
the ages of one and four learned category labels for sets of objects (wooden blocks with
unfamiliar shapes) by either saying the category label when shown the object
(Expressive) or pointing to the block when hearing the category label (Listener). The
authors consistently found that those children trained in the Expressive method could also
produce the corresponding listener responses for category labels. On the other hand, only
some of the children trained in the Listener method could produce expressive responses
for category labels.
The patterns of transfer between listener and expressive language are also
supported in literature from less behavioral disciplines. For example, Goldin-Meadow,
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Seligman, and Gelman (1976) tested 2-year-old children to determine how their listener
and expressive repertoires compare. Children were tested to determine if they could
select objects upon hearing the name and say the name upon seeing the objects. Objects
were familiar and represented by toy items. The authors conclude that children fall into
two categories of language development. The Receptive group of children responded
with listener responses (pointing or selecting) to almost three times as many nouns as
they could name expressively when shown the item. In this study the nouns were actual
names of objects. The Productive group of children produced expressive responses for
nearly every item that they could produce listener responses for. No child failed to
produce listener responses for items that they could correctly identify expressively.
Although no attempt was made to teach the children new words in one modality and test
performance in the other, these findings support those of the behavioral studies. These
findings show that some children can produce listener responses to items that they cannot
name expressively – that is, they lack the skill of mutual entailment. However, another
group of children can produce expressive responses to items they can identify receptively
– that is, they have very strong mutual entailment skill.
The literature suggests that for some children there is an asymmetry between (a)
mutual entailment from existing expressive responses to inferred listener responses and
(b) mutual entailment from existing listener responses to inferred expressive responses.
However, these patterns of mutual entailment between listener and expressive responses
have not been widely discussed in the RFT literature. With the exception of one study
(Lipkens, Hayes, & Hayes, 1993), researchers have not made it a point to confirm that
mutual entailment may be performed at different levels of accuracy dependent on the
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type of training implemented. In the study by Lipkens et al., a 17-month-old infant was
taught to say a name (nonsense word) when shown a picture. He was then tested for
mutual entailment (listener responding) by being shown two pictures and asked “Where
is the (name)?” The child pointed to the correct picture with few errors. On a different set
of pictures, the child was taught to point to one of the two pictures when asked “Where is
the (name)?” The child was then shown a single picture and asked “What is this?” He
made numerous mistakes in this condition but improved over time with multiple
exposures to the stimuli. This case study is an example of the recognition by RFT
researchers that the ability to correctly respond with mutual entailment may depend on
the direction of the entailed relation. More researchers in this area should investigate this
pattern of responding.
It will be important to begin to explore factors that may influence a child’s ability
to perform mutually entailed responses. One potential skill that may be related to ability
to respond with mutual entailment is memory. It seems logical that a child who is able to
retain more information for periods of time will be better equipped to produce an
expressive response after learning listener responses or vice versa. Working memory is
described as the ability to “hold in mind relatively meaningless information for short
periods of time” (Gathercole, 1999, p. 410). One type of working memory, phonological
working memory, is often measured by tests such as digit span, recall of words, or
nonword repetition. In each of these tests, the child is asked to listen to a series of digits,
words, or nonwords. The child is then asked to vocally repeat the sequence heard. As the
child progresses through the test, the sequences of digits, words, or nonwords gets
progressively longer until the child is no longer able to repeat the sequences accurately
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(Gathercole). Research is needed to determine whether some measure of working
memory predicts which children produce expressive responses following listener training,
and vice versa, while some children fail to do so.

Conclusions

In order to build the research foundation needed to develop an intervention to
increase preschool children’s ability to respond with combinatorial entailment (untrained
intraverbals), we must determine how several aspects of language are related to the
ability to derive intraverbals. First, we must determine whether each teaching method
(Expressive or Listener) is likely to result in the ability to derive mutual entailment and
intraverbals. By doing this, we will be able to not only determine the relative
effectiveness of each type of training; but more importantly, we will gain better
understanding of the degree of asymmetry of mutual entailment for this population of
children and learn more about their ability to derive untrained responses based on two
training procedures with differing instructional power. This will allow us to begin to
explore why some children are able to learn in less than optimal teaching situations. The
information gained from these comparisons can then be used to design interventions that
will most efficiently increase children’s ability to derive untrained responses. Second, we
must determine how mutual entailment and derived intraverbals (combinatorial
entailment) are related. This will allow us to decide whether an intervention aimed at
improving ability to derive intraverbals should include a component to enhance mutual
entailment abilities. If it is found that mutual entailment is related to combinatorial
entailment ability, then it may be important to continue to explore the exact nature of this
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relationship and identify factors that influence a child’s ability to perform mutual
entailment in each training method.
Therefore, the purpose of the current study is to clarify the relationships among
training method, mutual entailment responses, and untrained intraverbal responses. The
relationship between these variables and working memory will be evaluated as a
secondary analysis. The results from the current study will set the stage for future
intervention studies to determine how to improve a child’s ability to derive untrained
responses. Research questions concerning these relationships follow:
1. When taught expressive responses for item names and category labels, how does
preschool children’s performance compare to chance on:
a. Listener responses (mutual entailment)?
b. Untrained intraverbal responses (combinatorial entailment)?
2. When taught listener responses for item names and category labels, how does
preschool children’s performance compare to chance on:
a. Expressive responses (mutual entailment)?
b. Untrained intraverbal responses (combinatorial entailment)?
3. How do children receiving each training method compare on their ability to:
a. Perform mutual entailment responses?
b. Perform untrained intraverbal responses?
4. When preschool children are taught either expressive or listener responses to item
names and category labels, what is the nature of the relationship between the
ability to perform mutual entailment responses and the ability to perform
untrained intraverbal responses?
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a. How is the ability to produce mutually entailed responses related to the
ability to produce untrained intraverbal responses?
b. How does this relationship differ for each training method?
5. In what ways does working memory relate to preschool children’s performance
on:
a. Mutual entailment
b. Untrained intraverbals
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CHAPTER II
METHOD

The five research questions are addressed using a combination experimental and
correlational design. Training method is assigned as an experimental variable and
correlations among multiple language outcomes are analyzed. This design is particularly
appropriate for this study since there is little research in this areas and this study is
intended to be exploratory in nature (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003).
We worked with children participating in a local Head Start program. We divided
participants into two groups – Listener and Expressive training – through stratified
random assignment. Both groups learned names and categories for a set of unfamiliar
cartoon characters through their assigned training method. Following training, we
assessed all participants for mutual entailment, untrained intraverbals, delayed mastery,
and working memory. Results allow us to test: (a) the effectiveness of Expressive training
for each dependent measure, (b) the effectiveness of Listener training for each dependent
measure, (c) how participants in the Expressive training group perform in comparison to
the Listener group on each dependent measure, (d) how mutual entailment is related to
untrained intraverbal responses, and (e) how working memory is related to mutual and
intraverbal responding.

Participants and Setting

Preschool children between the ages of 54 and 67 months (M = 60.80, SD = 3.70)
attending a Head Start program participated in this study. All parents or guardians
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provided informed consent prior to children’s participation. A total of 87 children
participated in this study. Of those participants, 68 completed the procedures within the
required two instructional sessions. Specific demographic information concerning age,
ELL status, and rates of training completion for each training method will be analyzed in
the Results section.
We implemented experimental procedures in a quiet corner of the classroom with
a table and two chairs or outside the classroom with the experimenter and child seated on
a bench just outside the classroom door. All sessions took place during a self-selected
activity time in which children had free choice of activities within their preschool
classroom.
One doctoral student at Utah State University served as the primary experimenter.
This investigator holds a Texas K-12 Special Education teaching certificate and has
experience providing behavioral evaluations and consultation for schools through a local
pediatric psychology clinic at the Center for Persons with Disabilities.

Materials

Intervention materials consisted of four picture cards portraying cartoon
characters (i.e. four different faces). Each picture consisted of a black outline with one
additional color filling the body of the character. Colors were confined to blue, red,
yellow, and green so that they were easily discriminable. Pictures are shown in Table 5.
Pictures were 3 x 3 inches in size and printed on a sheet of paper (landscape) in a 2 x 2
array (see Appendix A for an example). We used all possible combinations of character
locations within the 2 x 2 array in training and testing. We assigned a nonsense word
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name for each picture (e.g. Kip). No physical feature of the picture was predictive of item
names. We assigned category labels in the form of familiar actions for each character
(e.g. likes to sing/dance). We divided the four pictures in a set into two categories, each
with two members. For example, Kip and Bo like to sing and Lou and May like to dance.
No physical features were predictive of category membership.
Materials for conducting a test of working memory included a small speaker
which was connected to an MP3 Player. We played stimuli for working memory tests,
spoken digits, from an electronic file uploaded to the MP3 Player.

Procedures

Children were divided into groups receiving either Expressive or Listener
training. We stratified groups based on English Language Learning (ELL) status and age.
ELLs included children whose parents reported speaking only a language other than
English in the home. Primary English speakers (PES) included children whose parents
reported speaking only English or English along with another language in the home. We
first divided children into groups of ELLs and PESs and then further divided these groups
into cells based on age. Within each of these cells, we randomly assigned children to
training groups, with the requirement that the number of children completing each type of
training remain equal. If a child within a cell failed to complete training, then we
assigned an additional child to that same training condition to keep the number of
children completing each training type equal within each cell.
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Table 5
Examples of Pictures, Names, and Categories
Picture

Item name

Category label

Kip

Likes to sing

Lou

Likes to dance

Bo

Likes to sing

May

Likes to dance
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This experiment took place over the course of twenty-six school days. Each child
received training and testing individually. Most participants required a single 10-20
minute session to complete training and testing (excluding the working memory test). If a
child failed to achieve mastery of the directly taught material within the 20 minute
session, we scheduled a second session to complete training and testing. This second
attempt took place an average of 3 days (range 0 – 19) following the first attempt. If the
child failed to complete training and testing within two sessions, training was
discontinued. Children who failed to complete training in two sessions were administered
the working memory test, but not tests of mutual entailment and intraverbals. Participants
completed working memory tests in a later session following completion of all other
training and testing procedures. The length of time between completion of training and
administration of the working memory test was an average of 13 days (range 0 – 48).
Figure 3 shows the basic sequence of training and testing within a single session.
Each child received either Expressive or Listener training on item names and category
labels for a single set of four pictures. Following training on names and categories,
participants completed tests of expressive responses, listener responses, and derived
intraverbal responses.

Item Name Training
All four pictures were visible to the child throughout the training. We taught item
names by pointing to a picture and telling the child the name that goes with that picture
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Figure 3. Sequences of training and testing.

(e.g. “This is Kip”). We then asked the child to respond. In the Listener training, we
asked the child to select the picture with a particular name (e.g. “Point to Kip”). In the
Expressive training, we pointed to the picture and asked the child to say the name (e.g.
“Who is this?”).
Following a correct response, we provided verbal praise, presented a different
array of the four pictures and began the next trial. We corrected incorrect responses by
providing a model (e.g. “This is Kip”) and repeated the original question (e.g. “Who is
this?”) to obtain a correct response.
The child was required to correctly name or select the first picture three
consecutive times before we introduced the name for the second picture. Responses
immediately following models (either the first trial for each picture or the first trial after
an incorrect response) counted toward this requirement. The final two consecutive
responses could not immediately follow models. The second picture was introduced by
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modeling and we again asked the child to name or select the picture. This time, trials on
the first and second pictures were mixed in random order. We required the child to
correctly name both the first and second pictures three consecutive times to move on.
This pattern of training and testing was carried out with the third and fourth pictures. We
modeled each item name and required the child to correctly respond to the newly trained
item along with all previously trained items. Figure 4 illustrates this process. Order of
trials (i.e., which picture is tested) was randomized within each set. Children met mastery
criteria (described below) for item name training before proceeding to category label
training.

Category Label Training
Category label training was similar to name training. We pointed to a picture, said
the category label (e.g. “This one likes to sing”), and then asked the child to respond
either as a listener (“Point to one who likes to sing”) or expressively (“What does this one
like to do?”). We required the child to perform three consecutive correct responses before
being trained on the next picture. When categories for each picture had been introduced,
the child responded to randomly-ordered trials on all category labels that had been
trained. It should be noted that once two pictures have been trained for a single category,
the response instruction changes slightly in the Listener training group. We asked the
child to point to all the pictures with a category label (“Point to the ones who like to
sing”). If the child pointed to two pictures, both responses were recorded. If the child
only pointed to one picture, the experimenter prompted the child to point to a second
picture by instructing the child to “Point to the other one who likes to sing.” If the child
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pointed to the correct picture following the prompt, this response was recorded as correct.
The sequence of training for category labels is illustrated in Figure 5. We corrected errors
in the same way as described for item name training.

Mastery Criteria
The mastery criterion for training was three consecutive correct responses on
each of the four pictures in the mixed set. The first of the three responses could have been
in response to a model prompt (following introduction of a new item or an incorrect
answer). The final two consecutive responses must have been unprompted correct
responses. The shaded test boxes in Figures 4 and 5 indicate mastery tests. If the child
produced an incorrect response during mastery testing, we corrected the error and
progress toward the mastery criterion was restarted. Testing continued until mastery was
reached.

Dependent Variables

Once the children reached mastery criteria for training, they immediately
completed three tests. All children completed tests in the same order. First, the children
completed the test of mutual entailment – an Expressive Test for the Listener group or
Listener Test for the Expressive group. Next, the children completed the Intraverbal Test.
And finally, they completed the delayed mastery test – an Expressive test for the
Expressive group or Listener Test for the Listener group. During a later session, each
child also completed a test of working memory. For each picture, we asked the child to
do the following:
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Train: Kip

Train: Lou

Train: Bo

Train: May

Test: Kip

Test: Kip

Test: Kip

Test: Kip

Test: Lou

Test: Lou

Test: Lou

Test: Bo

Test: Bo
Test: May

Figure 4. Training and testing for item names. S
Shaded
haded items indicate mastery tests.

Train:
Kip/Sing
Test:
Kip/Sing

Train:
Bo/Sing

Train:
Lou/Dance

Train:
May/Dance

Test:
Kip/Sing

Test:
Kip/Sing

Test:
Kip/Sing

Test:
Bo/Sing

Test:
Bo/Sing

Test:
Bo/Sing

Test:
Lou/Dance

Test:
Lou/Dance
Test:
May/Dance

Figure 5. Training and testing for category llabels.
abels. Shaded items indicate mastery tests.
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1. Expressive Test – We pointed to each picture and asked, “Who is this?” The child
said the name of the picture. If the child said more than one name, we asked the
child to choose one answer (“Which one do you choose?”). Approximations of
names were accepted if they were clearly distinguishable from other item names.
We also asked the child to state the category of each picture (“What does this one
like to do?”). The child said the picture’s category label. A total of eight responses
were required (names and categories of each of four pictures). These responses
were taught in the Expressive training condition; therefore, for the children in the
Expressive condition, this was a delayed mastery test. In the Listener condition,
participants were not taught these responses; therefore, this was a test of mutual
entailment of item names and category labels.
2. Listener Test – We asked the child to point to a particular picture when given its
item name (“Point to Kip”). We also asked the child to point to pictures when
given the category (“Point to the ones who like to sing”). If the child only pointed
to one picture, we prompted the child to “Point to the other one.” A total of eight
responses were required. These responses were taught in the Listener training
condition; therefore, for the children in the Listener condition, this was a delayed
mastery test. In the Expressive condition, participants were not taught these
responses. Therefore, this was a test of mutual entailment of item names and
category labels.
3. Intraverbal Test – The child answered questions involving the pictures’ names
and category labels with no pictures available. We asked the child to provide the
category when given the picture name (“What does Kip like to do?”). We also
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asked the child to provide the item name when given the category label (“Who
likes to sing?”). If the child gave only one name, s/he was asked, “Who else likes
to sing?” Approximations of names were accepted if they were clearly
distinguishable from the other item names. A total of eight responses were
required. This assessed combinatorial entailment for children in both conditions.
4. During a later session all children also completed a test of working memory –
Memory for Digits. This test is a subtest from the Comprehensive Test of
Phonological Processing (CTOPP) (Wagner, Torgesen, & Rashotte, 1999).
During this test, each child listened to a series of digits from an audio file. The
series of digits started at two digits in length and increased to eight digits. Once
the child listened to a series of digits, we asked the child to repeat the digits in the
same order that s/he heard them. We recorded raw scores from this subtest for use
during analysis.
During intervention and testing, procedures were used to maintain motivation.
Stamp cards with 12 pictures printed on them were used to reward progress through the
intervention (see Appendix B for an example). Prior to each session, we allowed the
children to look at three or four small prizes and told them that they could choose one to
take home if they earned all of the stamps. We placed a stamp on the card each time the
child moved on to training on a new item or reached mastery. We also awarded stamps
following completion of each dependent measure regardless of accuracy. Once a child
earned all 12 stamps, s/he chose a prize. Children did not earn stamps during the working
memory test. Instead, we told the child that s/he could choose a sticker when the test was
complete.
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Social Validity

This study does not involve an intervention to be incorporated into a curriculum.
Therefore, many of the more conventional measures of social validity such as teacher
willingness to continue procedures or teacher rating of benefit to the child would not be
appropriate for this study. Instead, we used two somewhat less conventional methods to
assess social validity. We assessed importance of the outcomes being measured in this
study through a comparison to a typical preschool task involving a categorization skill matching. The test of matching was administered at the end of the session following
completion of tests of mutual entailment, intraverbals, and delayed mastery. In this task,
we used the cartoon characters taught during the instructional phase of the procedures.
We presented one item (a sample) and asked the child to select the other item (from a set
of three) that goes with the sample based on category labels (“Which one likes to do the
same thing as this one?”). This was repeated for each of four items. A second measure of
social validity compared the types of outcomes evaluated in this study to those deemed
important by the Head Start organization. This was accomplished through comparing the
outcomes evaluated in this study to the Head Start’s benchmark test (Bear River Head
Start, 2008-2009). We reviewed the benchmarks included in the Head Start assessment
and selected those related to categorization skills. Then we compared these benchmarks
with the outcomes measured in this study to determine if there was alignment between
Head Start benchmarks and study outcomes.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS

Treatment Fidelity and Reliability of Measures

We video recorded all sessions for later observation by an independent observer.
Data collection sheets used by both the primary experimenter and the independent
observer are located in Appendix C. The independent observer assessed treatment fidelity
of the intervention and interobserver agreement (IOA) of the assessments. Treatment
fidelity and IOA were measured for both Listener and Expressive training sessions and
were distributed evenly throughout the duration of this study.
For treatment fidelity, the independent observer completed a checklist of
intervention/assessment steps (see Appendix D) from video recordings for 30% of
participants. The mean percentage of intervention/assessment steps followed was 99.9%
(range 96% - 100%). Fidelity was measured separately for the test of working memory
(see Appendix D for fidelity checklists). The percentage of steps followed for this test
was 100% for all participants.
For IOA, the observer independently scored 30% of sessions from video
recordings. Point-by-point agreement was calculated for each test. Mean IOA for the test
of mutual entailment was 98% (range 75% - 100%). We obtained IOA for mutual
entailment below 80% in only one session. In this session, two of the eight responses for
the mutual entailment test were inaudible on the video tape. Scores for these two
responses were the only disagreements for this test resulting in IOA of 75% for this
session. For the intraverbal test, mean IOA was 99% (range 88% - 100%). The IOA for
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delayed mastery was 100% for all participants. Mean IOA for the social validity measure,
matching, was 99% (range 75% - 100%). In this case, we obtained IOA below 80% in
only one session. Only four responses were required in the matching test. Therefore, 75%
IOA indicates one disagreement out of the four responses. Finally, for the test of working
memory, mean IOA was 99% (range 90% - 100%).

Descriptive Analysis

Prior to the analysis of results, we present demographic information and highlight
notable trends in the demographic data. A total of 87 children were assigned to either
Listener or Expressive training groups. Of those, 68 children (78%) completed training
with 34 participants completing each type of training. A significantly higher proportion,
χ2(1, N = 87) = 7.11, p = .008, phi = .286, of children completed Listener training (92%)
than Expressive training (68%). Although the correlation coefficient between completion
and training condition is small, the discrepant proportions of children completing each
training protocol are important because additional children were assigned to the
Expressive group to ensure equal numbers of participants completing each type of
training. This introduces bias since the children who were able to complete Expressive
training may be different in some way from those able to complete Listener training. That
is, the children in the Expressive group were more highly selected than those in the
Listener group; thus, they likely differ in their ability to learn novel names and categories
within a short period of time. Therefore, caution should be taken in interpreting
comparisons between Listener and Expressive groups.
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Also notable are patterns of completion rates among participants who were
Primarily English Speakers (PES) and those who were English Language Learners
(ELL). Completion rates are reported in Table 6. We calculated chi square statistics to
determine whether different proportions of PES and ELL children completed each type of
training. It is important to note that one assumption of the chi square statistic is violated
in each of these comparisons. Expected frequencies for some cells of the contingency
table are less than five. This can increase the likelihood of spurious results for the chi
square by adding variability in the obtained p values. We used the continuity correction
in an attempt to prevent spurious effects due to the small expected cell frequencies.
However, the continuity correction reduces the power of the chi square statistic.
Approximately equal proportions of ELLs and PESs completed Listener training, χ2(1, N
= 37) = .10, p = .747, phi = .168, and Expressive training, χ2(1, N = 50) = 3.57, p = .059,
phi = .317. However, if the continuity correction had not been used, the proportions of
PES and ELL students completing the Expressive training would have been significantly
different, χ2(1, N = 50) = 5.03, p = .025, phi = .317, with a higher proportion of PES
children completing this training than ELL children.
The ages of children assigned to Expressive and Listener training groups were
similar, t(85) = .832, p = .408, d = .18. Those children who completed each type of
training were also very similar in age, t(66) = -.099, p = .921, d = -.02. Means and
standard deviations for these comparisons are reported in Table 7.
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Table 6
Completion Rates of PES and ELL Subgroups
Listener

Expressive

PES

ELL

PES

ELL

N assigned

28

9

38

12

N completed

25

9

29

5

89%

100%

76%

42%

Pct. Completed

Table 7
Age of Participants Assigned to and Completing Training
N

Mean

SD

Assigned
Listener

37

61.19

3.68

Expressive

50

60.52

3.73

Completed
Listener

34

61.03

3.67

Expressive

34

61.12

3.66
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Table 8 includes the means and standard deviations for each dependent variable
by training group. Performance on mutual entailment was higher on average than
performance on intraverbals for both the Listener training group (mutual entailment M =
5.15, intraverbal M = 3.94) and the Expressive training group (mutual entailment M =
7.53, intraverbal M = 4.88). Delayed mastery scores were very similar in Listener (M =
7.21) and Expressive (M = 7.24) training groups. Statistical comparisons between groups
will be reported in a later section.

Table 8
Mean (SD) of Dependent Variables by Training Group
Listener

Expressive

training

training

Mutual entailment

5.12 (1.87)

7.53 (1.05)

6.32 (1.94)

Intraverbals

3.94 (2.09)

5.82 (2.25)

4.88 (2.35)

Delayed mastery

7.21 (1.10)

7.24 (.96)

7.22 (1.02)

Combined

Dot plot distributions for mutual entailment (Figure 6) and intraverbal results
(Figure 7) differ across training groups. Dot plot distributions show that while the data
for mutual entailment are roughly normally distributed for the Listener training group,
these data are negatively skewed for the Expressive training group. The negative skew is
due to a ceiling effect in the Expressive group. The dot plot distributions of intraverbal
responses show a similar, but less dramatic, pattern with an approximately normal
distribution for the Listener Training group and a ceiling effect for the Expressive
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training group. The dot plot distribution for delayed mastery (Figure 8) shows skewed
distributions for both Listener and Expressive groups due to ceiling effects in both
groups.
Because of the non-normal distributions in mutual entailment, intraverbals, and
delayed mastery for the Expressive training group and delayed mastery for the Listener
group, we used nonparametric tests in data analyses in the current study. Although
nonparametric tests have lower power than parametric tests, they will provide a
conservative estimate of study results with fewer violations of assumptions. We use the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for all comparisons between groups and the Wilcoxon Signed
Ranks Test to compare performances to chance.1

Figure 6. Dot plot distributions for mutual entailment.

1

See Appendix E for an explanation of statistical procedures.
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Figure 7. Dot plot distributions for intraverbals.

Figure 8. Dot plot distributions for delayed mastery.
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We compared performance data for ELL and PES groups to determine whether
these groups should be analyzed separately for each research question. Performance on
mutual entailment and intraverbals of ELL and PES students is displayed in Figures 9 and
10 and means and standard deviations for each subgroup are reported in Table 9. We
calculated effect sizes using Cohen’s d. Although Cohen’s d is a parametric measure of
effect size, we used it along with visual representations of the effects to describe the
magnitude of effect.

Figure 9. Comparison between ELL and PES means (Listener).
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Figure 10. Comparison between ELL and PES means (Expressive).

Table 9
Mean (SD) of Dependent Variables for PES and ELL Subgroups
PES

ELL

Listener
Mutual entailment

5.80 (1.29)

3.22 (1.99)

Intraverbals

4.64 (1.80)

2.00 (1.58)

Delayed mastery

7.08 (1.19)

7.56 (.73)

Expressive
Mutual entailment

7.55 (1.02)

7.40 (1.34)

Intraverbals

6.24 (1.99)

3.40 (2.30)

Delayed mastery

7.45 (.74)

6.00 (1.23)
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Within the Listener training group, PES children performed significantly better
than ELL children on mutual entailment (Z = 1.46, p = .028, d = 1.73) as well as
intraverbals (Z = 1.67, p = .008, d = 1.51). Effect sizes for these comparisons were large.
The ELL children performed slightly better than the PES children on delayed mastery (Z
= .64, p = .807, d = .44) with a medium effect size. However, this difference was not
statistically significant. In the Expressive group, the PES children performed better than
the ELL children on mutual entailment (Z = .199, p = 1.00, d = .14), intraverbals (Z =
1.21, p = .107, d = 1.40), and delayed mastery (Z = 1.21, p = .107, d = 1.78). However,
these differences also were not statistically significant. While the effect size for mutual
entailment was small, the effect size for the intraverbal and delayed mastery comparisons
within the Expressive group was large. Since PES and ELL children performed
significantly differently on mutual entailment and intraverbals within the Listener group
and since effect sizes were large for intraverbal and delayed mastery comparisons within
the Expressive group, we analyzed results for each research question for the entire data
set with ELLs and PESs combined as well as for PESs and ELLs separately.
We also considered a second subanalysis. Although all children included in
analyses demonstrated initial mastery of names and categories prior to testing by
responding correctly to names and categories three consecutive times in a mixed set,
some participants performed less than perfectly (less than all eight items correct) on the
delayed mastery test. When those children who made mistakes on the delayed mastery
items were compared to children who answered all eight items correctly there was no
statistically significant difference in performance on mutual entailment (Z = .52, p = .950,
d = .19) or intraverbals (Z = 1.11, p = .167, d = .39). Effect sizes for this comparison are
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small to medium in strength. Since those who made mistakes on delayed mastery do not
perform substantially differently on mutual entailment or intraverbals when compared to
those who answered all eight items correctly, a separate subanalysis with data modified to
correct for errors due to lack of delayed mastery is not indicated. However, if the reader
is interested in the results of a subanalysis modified to account for errors in delayed
mastery, this subanalysis for each research question can be found in Appendix F.

Research Question 1 -- When taught Expressive responses how does preschool children’s
performance compare to chance on mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?

We report results for this research question as a visual analysis of dot plot
distributions in addition to statistical tests. We calculated chance by assuming that the
children guessed from the pool of four character names and two categories. Therefore,
chance-level performance would average three correct answers on the mutual entailment
and untrained intraverbal tests. This is a very conservative estimate of chance (see
Appendix G for a detailed description of chance calculation).
The results of this analysis are visually displayed in Figures 11-13. Figure 11
shows the distribution of mutual entailment and intraverbal scores in comparison to
chance (indicated by a horizontal line). For the Expressive training group, all 34
participants scored above chance on mutual entailment and 27 of them scored above
chance (with 5 scoring at chance level) on intraverbals. We repeated the same analysis
for the subgroups of PES (Figure 12) and ELL (Figure 13) children. The results of this
subanalysis for PES parallel those in the full analysis of all participants. Within the
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expressive training group for PES children, all 29 participants scored above chance on
mutual entailment and 25 of them scored above chance (with 3 scoring at chance level
and 1 below chance) on intraverbals. For the ELL children, all 5 participants scored
above chance on mutual entailment. On intraverbals, 2 children scored above chance
(with 2 scoring at chance level and 1 scoring below chance).

Figure 11. Comparisons to chance for all participants (Expressive). Chance is indicated
by a horizontal line.

Due to the negatively skewed distribution in the Expressive training group, a
nonparametric test is most appropriate for statistical comparisons to chance within the
Expressive group. We used the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test to compare mutual
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Figure 12. Comparisons to chance for PES (Expressive). Chance is indicated by a
horizontal line.

Figure 13. Comparisons to chance for ELL (Expressive). Chance is indicated by a
horizontal line.
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entailment and untrained intraverbal scores to chance. Results for the Wilcoxon Signed
Ranks Test are displayed in Table 10. With the exception of intraverbals for the ELL
subgroup, all comparisons were statistically significant with scores better than chance.
Similarly, all effect sizes were large (range d = 1.25 – 4.31) except for the effect size for
intraverbals in the ELL subgroup, which was small (d = .17)

Table 10
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test Comparisons to Chance for Expressive Training
Mean

Sum of

rank

ranks

N

Z

p

d

-5.47

<.001

4.31

-4.47

<.001

1.25

-5.06

<.001

4.46

All participants
Mutual entailment

Intraverbals

Negative ranks

0

0

0

Positive ranks

34

17.5

595

Ties

0

Total

34

Negative ranks

2

6.50

13

Positive ranks

27

15.63

422

Ties

5

Total

34

0

0

PES
Mutual entailment

Negative ranks

0

(table continues)
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Mean

Sum of

N
rank

Intraverbals

Positive ranks

29

Ties

0

Total

29

Negative ranks

Z

p

d

-4.44

<.001

1.63

-2.12

.034

3.28

-.27

.785

.17

ranks

15

435

1

3

3

Positive ranks

25

2

348

Ties

3

Total

29
ELL

Mutual entailment

Intraverbals

Negative ranks

0

0

0

Positive ranks

5

3

15

Ties

0

Total

5

Negative ranks

1

2.50

2.50

Positive ranks

2

1.75

3.50

Ties

2

Total

5
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Research Question 2 -- When taught Listener responses how does preschool children’s
performance compare to chance on mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?

For the second research question, we used the same data analysis methods as in
the first research question. Results for all participants are displayed in Figure 14. Similar
to the results in the first research question, 28 of 34 participants scored above chance
(with 2 scoring at chance level) on mutual entailment and 20 scored above chance (with 5
scoring at chance level and 9 below chance) on intraverbals. When only the PES children
are evaluated (Figure 15), the same pattern of results is seen with 23 of 25 participants
scoring above chance (with 2 scoring at chance level) on mutual entailment and 19
scoring above chance (with 3 scoring at chance level and 3 below chance) on
intraverbals. In the ELL subgroup (Figure 16) five of 9 participants scored above chance
on mutual entailment (with 4 below chance), and on intraverbals, one participant scored
above chance (with 2 scoring at chance level and 6 below chance).
We used the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test to determine whether the Listener
training group performed statistically significantly better than chance on mutual
entailment and intraverbal variables. Although mutual entailment and intraverbals are
approximately normally distributed for the Listener training group, we use this
nonparametric test in the interest of consistency and to produce comparable statistical
results across analyses. Results for this analysis are displayed in Table 11. All
comparisons were statistically significant with scores better than chance except for
mutual entailment and intraverbals for the ELL subgroup. Effect sizes for the statistically
significant comparisons are medium to large (range d = .45 – 2.17). Effect sizes for the
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Figure 14. Comparison to chance for all participants (Listener). Chance is indicated by a
horizontal line.

ELL subgroup are small for mutual entailment (d = .11) and medium in a negative
direction for intraverbals (d = -.63)

Research Question 3 -- How do children receiving each type of training compare on
mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?

In the third research question, we compare the two training groups. This analysis
also required a nonparametric statistic since the Expressive training group’s scores are
not normally distributed. We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to compare groups.
However, one assumption of this test is violated. While nonparametric statistical tests do
not require normal distributions, both parametric and nonparametric tests assume that the
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Figure 15. Comparisons to chance for PES (Listener). Chance is indicated by a horizontal
line.

Figure 16. Comparisons to chance for ELL (Listener). Chance is indicated by a
horizontal line.
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Table 11
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test Comparisons to Chance for Listener Training
Mean

Sum of

N
rank

Z

p

d

-4.41

<.001

1.13

-2.39

.017

.45

-4.28

<.001

2.17

-3.46

.001

.91

ranks

All participants
Mutual entailment

Intraverbals

Negative ranks

4

7.75

31

Positive ranks

28

17.75

497

Ties

2

Total

34

Negative ranks

9

12

108

Positive ranks

20

16.35

327

Ties

5

Total

34
PES

Mutual entailment

Intraverbals

Negative ranks

0

0

0

Positive ranks

23

12

276

Ties

2

Total

25

Negative ranks

3

7

21

Positive ranks

19

12.21

232
(table continues)
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Mean

Sum of
p

d

-.30

.762

.11

-1.62

.105

-.63

N

Z
rank

Ties

3

Total

25

ranks

ELL
Mutual entailment

Intraverbals

Negative ranks

4

5

20

Positive ranks

5

5

25

Ties

0

Total

9

Negative ranks

6

3.92

23.50

Positive ranks

1

4.50

4.50

Ties

2

Total

9

distributions being compared have similar shapes (Blalock, 1972). The distributions of
the Listener and Expressive groups for both mutual entailment and intraverbals are not
similarly shaped due to the ceiling effect in the Expressive group compared to the
approximately normal distribution of the Listener group. Therefore, we place more
emphasis on the visual analysis of data than on statistical significance.
The dot plot distribution displayed in Figure 17 shows the differences in
performance between groups on mutual entailment and intraverbals for all participants.
For mutual entailment, the Expressive group (M = 7.53, SD = 1.05) performed better than
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the Listener group (M = 5.12, SD = 1.87). The Expressive group (M = 5.82, SD = 2.25)
also performed better than the Listener group (M = 3.94, SD = 2.09) on intraverbals.
Figure 18 shows the results for the PES subgroup, which parallel the overall analysis. For
mutual entailment and intraverbals, the Expressive group (mutual entailment M = 7.55,
SD = 1.02, intraverbal M = 6.24, SD = 1.99) performed better than the Listener group
(mutual entailment M = 5.80, SD = 1.29, intraverbal M = 4.64, SD = 1.80). The patterns
of comparison for the ELL analysis (Figure 19) also parallel the overall analysis with the
Expressive group (mutual entailment M = 7.40, SD = 1.34, intraverbal M = 3.40, SD =
2.30) performing better than the Listener group (mutual entailment M = 3.22, SD = 1.99,
intraverbal M = 2.00, SD = 1.58).

Figure 17. Dot plot distribution of mutual entailment and intraverbals for all participants
(Listener and Expressive).
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Figure 18. Dot plot distributions of mutual entailment and intraverbals for PES (Listener
and Expressive).

Figure 19. Dot plot distributions of mutual entailment and intraverbals for ELL (Listener
and Expressive).
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The results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are displayed in Table 12. When
we include all participants in the analysis, the Listener and Expressive training groups
differ significantly on both mutual entailment and intraverbals with the Expressive group
demonstrating better scores on both variables with large effect sizes. When we include
only the PES children in the analysis, the results parallel that of the full analysis. For the
PES children, the Listener and Expressive training groups differ significantly on both
mutual entailment and intraverbals also in favor of the Expressive group with large effect
sizes. For the ELL children the Listener and Expressive groups differ significantly on
mutual entailment in favor of the Expressive group with a large effect size. The ELL
children in Listener and Expressive groups do not differ significantly on intraverbals with
a medium effect size. However, the statistical comparison of training groups for ELL
children has low power due to the small number of participants (n = 14).

Research Question 4 -- What is the nature of the relationship between the ability to
perform mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?

This research question explores the nature of the relationship between mutual
entailment and combinatorial entailment (intraverbal) performance. We initially planned
a contingency table analysis along with a chi square test of independence for this
analysis. This test would have assessed whether mastery (all eight items correct) of
mutual entailment was independent of mastery of intraverbals. But, due to the low
proportion of participants mastering mutual entailment or intraverbals, especially in the
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Table 12
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Comparing Listener and Expressive Training
Max. absolute
N

Z

p

d

difference
All participants
Mutual entailment

68

.735

3.03

<.001

1.59

Intraverbals

68

.412

1.70

.006

.87

PES
Mutual entailment

54

.708

2.59

<.001

1.52

Intraverbals

54

.426

1.56

.015

.84

ELL
Mutual entailment

14

.800

1.43

.033

2.33

Intraverbals

14

.467

.837

.486

.76

Listener training group, this analysis would have been insensitive. Instead, we analyzed
the nature of the relationship between mutual entailment and intraverbals through
scatterplots and correlation coefficients. If the reader is interested in the outcomes of the
contingency analysis and chi square test of independence, this analysis is included in
Appendix H.
Figures 20 and 21 show scatterplots of mutual entailment and intraverbal
performance for the two groups. The broken line displayed in each scatterplot (located at
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x = y) divides the plot into three sections: (a) those who scored better on mutual
entailment than on intraverbals (below the line), (b) those who scores lower on mutual
entailment than on intraverbals (above the line), and (c) those who scored the same on
both mutual entailment and intraverbals (on the line). In each Figure, the number of
overlapping data points is indicated by the size of the dots. Larger dots indicate a larger
number of overlapping data points.
In Figure 20, the scatterplot for the Listener group, 23 of the 34 participants
(68%) scored in the lower portion of the scatterplot. These children scored better on
mutual entailment than on intraverbals. And seven children (21%) scored on the line,
which means that these children earned the same score on both mutual entailment and
intraverbals. Overall, the majority (88%) of children in the Listener group performed
mutual entailment at levels equal to or better than performance on intraverbals. Only four
participants (12%) scored better on intraverbals than on mutual entailment. The
correlation between the number of correct intraverbals and mutual entailment responses
was .762 which was statistically significant (p<.001).
The scatterplot for the Expressive group is displayed in Figure 21. All children in
this group performed mutual entailment at levels equal to or better than intraverbals.
Twenty-one of the 34 participants (62%) scored better on mutual entailment than on
intraverbals. Thirteen children (38%) scored the same on mutual entailment and
intraverbals and none of the children scored better on intraverbals than on mutual
entailment. In the Expressive group, no child scored below five items correct on mutual
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Figure 20. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for all participants
(Listener).

entailment, but scores for intraverbals range from 0 to 8 items correct. The correlation
between mutual entailment and intraverbals is .592 (p<.001). However, the correlation
for the Expressive group is weaker than for the Listener group. It is important to note that
the strength of this correlation may have been reduced by the ceiling effect for mutual
entailment.
Scatterplots of mutual entailment and intraverbals for the PES subgroup are
shown in Figures 22 – 23. In Figure 22, the scatterplot for the Listener group, 17 of the
25 participants (68%) scored better on mutual entailment than on intraverbals. And 4
children (16%) earned the same score on both mutual entailment and intraverbals. Four
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Figure 21. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for all participants
(Expressive).

Figure 22. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for PES (Listener).
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participants (16%) scored better on intraverbals than on mutual entailment. These four
participants were the only children in either training group to score better on intraverbals
than on mutual entailment. For the Listener group, the correlation (r = .613) was
statistically significant and positive (p = .001).
The scatterplot for the PES Expressive group is displayed in Figure 23. For the
Expressive group, all children performed mutual entailment at levels equal to or better
than intraverbals. Sixteen of the 29 participants (55%) scored better on mutual entailment
than on intraverbals. Thirteen children (45%) scored the same on mutual entailment and
intraverbals. For the Expressive training group, the correlation is also significant and
positive (r = .599, p = .001).

Figure 23. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for PES (Expressive).
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Scatterplots of mutual entailment and intraverbals for the ELL subgroup are
shown in Figures 24 – 25. For the ELL subgroup, all children performed mutual
entailment at levels equal to or better than intraverbals in both training groups. In Figure
24, the scatterplot for the ELL Listener group, 6 of the 9 participants (67%) scored better
on mutual entailment than on intraverbals. And 3 children (33%) earned the same score
on both mutual entailment and intraverbals. All ELL children answered 6 or fewer items
correctly on mutual entailment and 5 or fewer on intraverbals. The correlation between
mutual entailment and intraverbals was positive and statistically significant (r = .756, p =
.018).

Figure 24. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for ELL (Listener).

The scatterplot for the ELL Expressive group is displayed in Figure 25. For the
Expressive group, all 5 of the participants scored better on mutual entailment than on
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intraverbals. Although 4 of the 5 children answered all 8 mutual entailment items
correctly, only two children answered more than three intraverbal items correctly. For the
Expressive training group, the correlation based on these 5 children is strongly positive,
but not statistically significant (r = .826, p = .085). Given the very small number of data
points, the statistical significance test is not relevant.

Figure 25. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for ELL (Expressive).

Research Question 5 -- What is the nature of the relationship between working memory
and mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?

Variation in working memory may explain some of the variation in performance
on mutual entailment and intraverbals. We measured working memory through the
Memory for Digits subtest of the CTOPP (Wagner et al., 1999). Of the 68 children who
completed training, 67 also completed the Memory for Digits subtest. The one child who
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did not complete this subtest was not available for testing due to extended and frequent
absences from school. As seen in Table 13, most notable finding is that working memory
is significantly correlated with mutual entailment (r = .368, p = .035) and intraverbals (r
= .444, p = .010) in the Listener training condition. However, the magnitude of
correlation coefficients for these relationships is small to medium. Correlations in the
Expressive group were near zero and not significant. The visual analysis of scatterplots
within the Listener training condition shows an unclear relationship between working
memory and mutual entailment (Figure 26) and untrained intraverbals (Figure 27). There
are two outlying data points in which two children scored 0 on working memory but
scored 2 and 6 on mutual entailment and scored 2 and 4 on intraverbals.
Correlations for the PES subgroup in the Listener training group are not
statistically significant for either mutual entailment (r = .094, p = .670) or intraverbals (r
= .332, p = .122). Similarly, in the ELL subgroup, correlations for Listener training are
not statistically significant for mutual entailment (r = .250, p = .517) or intraverbals (r =
-.103, p = .729).

Social Validity

We assessed social validity of the outcomes measured in this study through a
comparison of study outcomes to performance on a typical preschool categorization task.
To accomplish this, we presented a categorization matching task to each child following
completion of the other tests. Because children selected one picture out of an array of
three, random responding would result in an average of 33% correct. Therefore, scores of
1 or 2 (out of 4) correct should not be interpreted as an indication of proficiency.
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Table 13
Correlations Between Working Memory and other Dependent Variables
Training group

Mutual entailment

Intraverbals

All participants
Listener

.368*

.444*

Expressive

.017

.081

PES
Listener

.094

.332

Expressive

-.040

-.005

ELL
Listener

.250

-.103

Expressive

.232

-.203

*p<.05
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Figure 26. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and working memory (Listener).

Figure 27. Scatterplot of intraverbals and working memory (Listener).
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Dot plot distributions (Figure 28) for Listener and Expressive training groups on
matching are negatively skewed due to a ceiling effect in both groups. In fact, 23 of 34
children (67%) in the Listener group made no errors on this task. In the Expressive group,
24 of 34 children (71%) made no errors on the matching task. When the Listener and
Expressive groups are compared on matching scores, the groups do not perform
significantly differently (Z = .121, p = 1.00). However, this comparison between groups
is likely affected by the fact that most children produced perfect performances on this
measure. This ceiling effect may prevent differences in matching ability from being
detected within this study.

Figure 28. Dot plot distributions for matching (Listener and Expressive).
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Scatterplots for matching and each dependent variable in the Listener and
Expressive groups are displayed in Figures 29 – 32. These scatterplots clearly show the
ceiling effect in the matching variable with many scores clustered at the top of the graph.
Correlation coefficients for the relationship between matching and each dependent
variable are included in Table 14. Due to the prominent ceiling effect in both training
groups, correlation coefficients are less meaningful measures of strength of relationship
between matching and other dependent variables. Caution should be taken in interpreting
these results since few children scored below the maximum score on matching.

Figure 29. Scatterplot of matching and mutual entailment (Listener).
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Figure 30. Scatterplot of matching and intraverbals (Listener).

Figure 31. Scatterplot of matching and mutual entailment (Expressive).
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Figure 32. Scatterplot of matching and intraverbals (Expressive).

We also assessed social validity of these measures by examining the benchmark
test used by the Head Start program (Bear River Head Start, 2008-2009). This assessment
included several items concerning children’s ability to categorize objects as well as items
requiring the child to verbally respond to categories of objects. Table 15 displays several
Head Start benchmarks along with the outcomes from the current study that address
similar skills.
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Table 14
Correlations Between Matching to Sample and other Dependent Variables
Training group

Mutual entailment

Intraverbals

All participants
Listener

.465*

.291

Expressive

.303

.579*

PES
Listener

.245

.046

Expressive

.432*

.548*

ELL
Listener

.161

-.140

Expressive

-.147

.415

*p<.05
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Table 15
Comparison of Head Start Benchmarks to Current Study Outcomes
Head Start benchmark

•

Outcome from current study

“Identifies objects based on

Points to picture when presented

category”

with category label
Says category label when

•

“ Names classes/categories of
presented with picture
sorted objects”

•

“States the characteristics and
attributes of an object or place”

“Compares items by category and

When presented with one picture

function”

from a category, selects the other

•

“Classifies animals into groups”

picture from the same category

•

“Classifies objects by their state”

•
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

In this chapter we present an overview of the rationale and purpose of this study,
summarize study findings, consider alternative explanations, and finally discuss
directions for future research.

Overview of Study

This study was designed to explore the relationship between learning naming
responses and producing untrained intraverbals. Behavioral theories of language
development have predicted patterns of language learning concerning these types of
verbal behavior. Skinner (1957) suggested that different types of verbal behavior (e.g.
tacts and intraverbals) are learned independently, at least early in language development.
For example, if a child learns to say “cat” or “animal” upon seeing a cat, the child would
not necessarily be able to answer a question in the absence of the object such as “What is
a cat?” by saying “animal.” However, there are environmental circumstances and
learning histories that make transfer among types of verbal behavior more likely. RFT
(Hayes et al., 2001) also predicts that these responses are learned independently only very
early in language development. RFT adds to Skinner’s predictions by specifying how
naming and intraverbal responses become dependent. Over many exposures to words
used as names and also as intraverbals, the child learns the underlying relationship among
responses. After learning this general relationship, the child is able to answer the question
“What is a cat?” by saying “animal” even though s/he has only been taught to say the
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words “animal” and “cat” upon seeing a cat. Although several studies (Luciano, 1986;
Miguel et al., 2005; Partington & Bailey, 1993; Petursdottir et al., 2008) have been
conducted to test whether young children and older children with mental retardation learn
these responses independently, results have been inconsistent.
This study was conducted to clarify the nature of the relationship between training
method, mutual entailment, and intraverbals in a categorization task for preschool
children. We evaluated these relationships along with related language outcomes such as
delayed mastery and working memory. The findings from this study will be useful in
clarifying behavioral theories of language development. The findings will also serve as a
foundation for practical applications of these theories in a preschool setting.

Findings

We summarize findings for completion rates as well as each research question in
this section. We discuss applications and present implications for future research in a
later section.

Completion Rates
A statistically significantly smaller proportion of children completed Expressive
training (68%) than Listener training (92%). While there are many possible explanations
for why this is the case, it is clear that learning to say four names and two categories in
Expressive training is more difficult than learning to point to characters when hearing
these four names and two categories in Listener training. This may be because one form
of training (Expressive or Listener) is a more powerful form of instruction for directly
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teaching names and categories. That is, Listener training may be more powerful in that it
resulted in a higher proportion of children reaching mastery criterion for both names and
categories within one or two training sessions. On the other hand, it is also possible that
the tasks required in the two types of training are not equally difficult. Saying names and
categories for each of four characters in the Expressive condition may be more difficult
than pointing to characters when hearing names and categories in the Listener condition.
The latter explanation is likely more accurate. Learning to say names and categories is
likely more difficult than learning to point to pictures upon hearing names. This is
reflected in prior literature in which very young children were shown to learn listener
responses to words (selecting) before learning to say those same words (e.g., GoldinMeadow et al., 1976). Therefore, it is most likely that the differences in completion rate
are at least partially attributable to differences in the difficulty of the learned responses
(saying names is more difficult than pointing to items).
Regardless of whether the difference in completion rates is a result of the power
of instruction or the difficulty of tasks, the children who completed Expressive training
likely entered the study with different skills than those who completed Listener training.
Those completing the Expressive training learned to say responses upon seeing pictures
while those in Listener training learned to select pictures upon hearing names..
Essentially, the Expressive group passed a more difficult ‘entry test’ prior to the
posttesting. This difference introduces bias in group membership. It is not known
whether the bias in group membership had any affect on the results of this study.
However, if the children in the Expressive group do have higher language skills than the
Listener group, then all comparisons between groups may be affected. That is, superior
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performance of children in the Expressive group as compared to the Listener group on
dependent variables could be attributed to higher general language skills instead of (or in
addition to) group membership.
Future researchers could address this issue in several ways. For example, all
participants in future studies could first complete an Expressive pre-training in which
they learn to say names and categories for a set of characters not used in the study. Only
those children who complete mastery of pre-training within a time period equal to or less
than that allowed during experimental training (e.g. two twenty minute sessions) would
be included in the research sample. Thus, all children in both groups would have been
shown to be capable of learning a set of names from this type of instruction. This would
increase the likelihood that all children are equally capable of completing training in
either training group. Another approach to reducing the possible selection bias may be to
implement a more powerful or more extensive training program – one that would enable
a larger proportion of children to attain mastery. For example, training could be
continued for multiple days until each child reached mastery.

Research Question 1. When taught Expressive responses how does preschool children’s
performance compare to chance on mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?
Children in the Expressive training group performed significantly better than
chance on both mutual entailment and intraverbal tasks. In fact the mean mutual
entailment score for the Expressive group (M = 7.53) was near the maximum of eight
correct responses. PES children in the Expressive training group also performed
significantly better than chance on both mutual entailment and intraverbals. However, the
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ELL group of children performed significantly better than chance only on mutual
entailment. Performance on intraverbals was similar to chance for this subgroup of
children. This analysis suggests that for many preschool children taught to say names and
categories for a set of pictures (Expressive training), both mutually entailed responses
and intraverbal responses can be derived without direct training. However, it is important
to notice that although performance on mutual entailment and intraverbals was better than
chance, not all children answered all items correctly. In fact about 18% of participants
made at least one error on mutual entailment items and 65% of children made at least one
error on intraverbals. Therefore, the Expressive training procedures did not result in a
firm ability to produce mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals in all children. In a
later section, we argue that Expressive training is a stronger form of instruction than
Listener training. It is important to note that preschool children, given a relatively strong
form of instruction, still produce some incorrect responses, especially in deriving
intraverbals.

Research Question 2. When taught Listener responses, how does preschool children’s
performance compare to chance on mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?
In the Listener training group, children also performed at levels significantly
better than chance on both mutual entailment and intraverbal responses. While these
scores were better than chance, they were not close to the maximum score for each
dependent variable (mutual entailment M = 5.12, intraverbal M = 3.94). The PES
subgroup of children also performed at levels significantly better than chance on both
mutual entailment and intraverbals while the ELL subgroup of children performed at
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levels similar to chance on both mutual entailment and intraverbals. This analysis
suggests that some preschool children receiving Listener training can also derive
mutually entailed and intraverbal responses. However, similar to the Expressive training
group, it is important to notice that although performance on mutual entailment and
intraverbals was better than chance, not all children answered all items correctly. About
91% of participants made at least one error on mutual entailment items and 94% made at
least one error on intraverbals. The ability to produce untrained mutual entailment and
intraverbals is not firm for most children when they receive Listener training. As noted in
the summary of the Expressive group’s comparisons to chance, comparisons between
training groups (discussed in a later section) will show that Listener training is a
relatively weak form of instruction. Given that Listener training is weak, it is important to
note that a small percentage of children in the Listener group (9% for mutual entailment
and 6% for intraverbals) derived all possible responses and most children derived some
of the untaught responses. This shows that some preschoolers are able to benefit from
relatively weak forms of instruction when the goal of instruction is deriving mutual
entailment and intraverbal responses.

Research Question 3. How do children receiving each type of training compare on
mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?
The purpose of the third research question was to examine the differential effects
of Expressive and Listener training to determine the relative effectiveness of each form of
training on derived mutual entailment and intraverbal responses. The Expressive training
group performed significantly better than the Listener training group on both mutual
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entailment and intraverbals with large effect sizes in both comparisons. This was also true
of the PES subgroup of children. However, within the ELL subgroup of children, the
Expressive group performed significantly better than the Listener group only on mutual
entailment. In fact, the ELL subgroup in Expressive training scored well above chance on
mutual entailment (M = 7.40, d = 3.28) while the Listener group scored at levels similar
to chance (M = 3.22, d = .11). For ELLs, the difference between intraverbal performance
in Expressive and Listener groups was not statistically significant. However, the effect
size for the difference between Listener and Expressive groups on intraverbal
performance indicates a large effect (d = .76). The lack of statistical significance for
intraverbals may be due to the small number of participants (n = 14) in the ELL
subgroup.
This analysis shows that teaching an expressive response (saying) may be more
effective than teaching a listener response (selecting) in producing mutual entailment and
untrained intraverbals. However, this finding is tentative due to the selection bias in
group membership. A statistically significant smaller proportion of children completed
Expressive training than Listener training. Thus, the children who completed training in
the two groups likely differ in their language learning skills. This difference may
confound results in the comparison between training groups. We will discuss additional
aspects of the training and testing that may have affected performance of children in each
training group in the following paragraphs.
The finding that children in the Expressive group perform better on mutual
entailment compared to children in the Listener group is likely not surprising to many
researchers in the disciplines related to child development and language. There is already
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a large amount of research (e.g. Horne et al., 2006; Wynn & Smith, 2003) showing that
children who are trained in expressive naming responses (saying object names upon
seeing the object) then produce listener responses (pointing to the object upon hearing the
name) at high levels of accuracy without additional training. Those trained in listener
responses are less likely to produce the expressive naming response without additional
training. However, it is unclear whether the relative effectiveness of Expressive training
on producing mutual entailment is a result of the instruction or the difficulty of the
mutual entailment tasks. It could be that Expressive training is a more powerful form of
instruction and thus results in higher levels of mutual entailment performance. On the
other hand, the mutual entailment task for Expressive training (selecting) may be easier
than the mutual entailment task for Listener training (saying). Thus, children may
produce mutual entailment in Expressive training (selecting) better than mutual
entailment in Listener training (saying) for reasons unrelated to the form of instruction –
the differential ease of the mutual entailment task.
While there are multiple research studies addressing the ability to perform mutual
entailment under Expressive and Listener training conditions, there was little previous
evidence available to show that a similar pattern of responding is present for intraverbals.
While mutual entailment performance may differ due to differential difficulty of the
assessment tasks, for intraverbals the responses are identical in both training groups
(saying). It seems logical that those children taught to say names (expressive) would
likely perform better on intraverbals than those taught listener responses to names since
the intraverbal response also requires them to say the names (that is, they have the same
response modality). Those children in the Expressive group practice saying names and
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categories during training, while those in the Listener group merely point to items. This
study provides empirical evidence to suggest that children who are trained in expressive
names and categories produce higher levels of intraverbals than children trained in
listener responses. Given the relative strength of Expressive training in producing both
mutual entailment as well as derived intraverbals, it appears that Listener training is a
weaker form of instruction when mutual entailment and intraverbal outcomes are the goal
of instruction.

Research Question 4. What is the nature of the relationship between the ability to
perform mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?
To further explore the relationship between performance on mutual entailment
and intraverbals, we analyzed the patterns in scatterplots depicting these variables.
Overall, the large majority of children (Listener = 88%, Expressive =100%) produced
mutual entailment scores equal to or higher than their intraverbal scores. This general
pattern of responses holds across PES and ELL subgroups of children. Only four out of
68 children scored higher on intraverbals than on mutual entailment. These four children
were in the Listener training PES subgroup.
Correlations were also calculated for each comparison. Correlations between
mutual entailment and intraverbal performance were statistically significant and positive
within each training group. The correlation for the Listener group indicated a strong
relationship between mutual entailment and intraverbals (r = .762) while the correlation
for the Expressive group indicated a medium strength of relationship (r = .592). For the
PES subgroup, correlations were also statistically significant and positive indicating
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medium strength relationships among variables. Finally, within the ELL subgroup, the
correlation for the Listener group was statistically significant and positive indicating a
strong relationship between mutual entailment and intraverbals. However, the correlation
in the Expressive group indicated a strong, positive relationship but was not statistically
significant – this was likely due to a very small number of participants in this subgroup (n
= 5).
In combination, the visual analyses of scatterplots and the correlations, suggest
that performance on intraverbals is related to mutual entailment performance. The nature
of this relationship, however, is unclear. While performance on mutual entailment is
predictive of performance on intraverbals, several types of relationships are possible.
Very few children in this study (6%) produced a higher number of correct intraverbal
responses than they did mutual entailment responses with most children (65%) producing
fewer intraverbals than mutual entailment. This suggests that the mutual entailment
response is learned earlier than the intraverbal response. Earlier acquisition of mutual
entailment may signify that mutual entailment is a simpler skill than intraverbals and
develops earlier due to the relative ease of learning to derive mutual entailment compared
to intraverbals. It is also possible that mutual entailment is acquired earlier than
intraverbals because it is prerequisite to intraverbal performance. Children may be unable
to learn to derive intraverbals until after they have learned to derive mutual entailment
responses. The exact nature of the relationship between mutual entailment and intraverbal
performances is an empirical question and should be explored in future research.
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Research Question 5. What is the nature of the relationship between working memory
and mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals?
We evaluated the relationship between working memory and other dependent
variables using a correlational analysis. Correlations and examination of scatterplots
revealed that within the Listener training group, working memory was significantly but
weakly correlated with both mutual entailment (r = .368) and intraverbals (r = .444).
Correlations within the Expressive group were not statistically significant. Within the
PES and ELL subgroups, correlations between working memory and the two main
dependent variables were small and not statistically significant.
It is notable that correlations between working memory and mutual entailment
and intraverbals are statistically significant only in the Listener training group, not in the
Expressive group. It is possible that working memory is correlated with mutual
entailment and intraverbals in the Listener training group due to the nature of the training
and the modality of tested responses. That is, children in the Listener group practiced
selecting pictures upon hearing names during training. But, they were required to say
those names in tests of both mutual entailment and intraverbals. It is possible that
producing this unpracticed response during testing requires relatively high demands on
working memory ability. On the other hand, it is possible that correlations in the
Expressive group were suppressed by the ceiling effects present in the mutual entailment
and intraverbal responses.
More research is needed to clarify how working memory is related to mutual
entailment and intraverbals in each type of training as well as how this relationship may
be translated into practical applications. For example, future researchers could examine
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whether an intervention targeted at increasing a child’s ability to recall words has a
positive effect on mutual entailment and intraverbal performances.

Social Validity
We assessed social validity in two ways in this study. Because this study does not
involve an intervention that would be incorporated into a curriculum, many of the more
conventional measures of social validity such as teacher willingness to continue
procedures or teacher rating of benefit to the child would not be appropriate for this
study. Therefore, two somewhat less conventional methods were used to assess social
validity. We assessed the importance of the skills being evaluated in this study through
correlation with a typical preschool task involving a categorization skill – matching. A
second measure of social validity compared the types of skills evaluated in this study to
skills considered important by the Head Start organization. This was accomplished
through comparing the skills evaluated in this study to skills assessed by items on the
Head Start’s benchmark test.
We compared performance on the dependent measures in this study to
performance on a typical preschool matching task. Because most children answered all
matching items correctly, little can be said about the relationship between mutual
entailment or intraverbals and matching. However, it appears that the ability to perform
the untaught matching task is present before the ability to produce mutual entailment and
intraverbal responses. When training groups are compared on their matching scores,
children in the Listener and Expressive training groups perform similarly – both groups
show near ceiling level performance. In the current study, the matching task required
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children to make a derived (in the case, combinatorial entailment) response, but this task
seemed to be easier than mutual entailment and intraverbals as measured in this study.
The lower level of difficulty may be due to the smaller amount of information required to
correctly match pictures. In this task, the child only needed to remember, or derive, the
categories for each picture. A child who did not remember, or derive, any of the picture’s
names could still perform the matching task accurately. It may be due to the low
difficulty level of the matching task that most children performed without error.
A second indicator of social validity compared the dependent measures in this
study to skills assessed by items on an assessment used regularly at the Head Start
preschool. Several of the outcomes on that preschool assessment were very similar to
dependent variables being measured in this study. The assessment included items
requiring both listener and expressive categorization responses. These measures of social
validity suggest that the dependent measures in this study assess important skills that are
reflected in the preschool curriculum. Therefore it is important to evaluate the dependent
variables in this study to determine how children learn to categorize and to build a
foundation for future interventions to increase children’s ability to perform these skills.

Alternative Explanations

We describe alternative explanations for the results as well as limitations in this
section. Alternative explanations and limitations include native language and delayed
mastery. We also discuss child and task characteristics important for generalization.
These include (a) age, (b) risk status, and (c) type of relation. Recommendations for
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future research are included in this section for each alternative explanation and area of
generalization.

Native Language
The current study included students who spoke primarily English at home (PES)
as well as those whose primary home language was other than English (ELL). The PES
subgroup in Listener training performed significantly better on mutual entailment (d =
1.73) and intraverbals (d = 1.51) when compared to the ELL subgroup. Although
differences between PES and ELL groups on each dependent variable in the Expressive
group were not statistically significant, the effect size for intraverbals (d = 1.40) was
large with PES children scoring better than ELL children. It should be noted that both
mutual entailment and intraverbals in the Listener group and intraverbals in the
Expressive group are expressive (saying) responses. This difference in performance
between PES and ELL subgroups can be explained in several ways including (a)
differences in ability to learn new words, (b) differences in ability to retain directly taught
relations, (c) differences in ability to derive mutual entailment and intraverbals across
languages, or (d) differences in ability of to understand testing instructions or questions.
First, differences in PES and ELL performance on mutual entailment and
intraverbals may be due to differences in ability to learn new words. However, all
children who completed training met the initial mastery criterion for names and
categories prior to completing posttests. This ensured that all children who completed
training had at least a minimum ability to learn new words. Therefore, differences in
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performance on posttests do not indicate a difference in ability to learn directly trained
words.
ELL performance may also have been affected by a lower ability to maintain
either listener or expressive responses once learned. While the ELL children performed
delayed mastery better than PES children in the Listener group (d = .44), they performed
delayed mastery at a lower level of accuracy in the Expressive group (d = 1.78).
However, neither of these differences were statistically significant. Although ELL
children’s ability to maintain learned responses over time does not significantly differ
from PES children, the large effect size for delayed mastery in the Expressive group
suggests that ELL children may maintain expressive (saying) responses at different levels
than PES children. This suggests that ELL children may have a lower ability to maintain
directly taught expressive responses than PES children. Lower performance on mutual
entailment and intraverbals by ELL children may be partially explained by a lower ability
to maintain directly taught expressive responses.
A third explanation for the disparity in ELL and PES performance is that children
who speak a language other than English are less capable of performing mutual
entailment and intraverbal responses regardless of the language of instruction. However,
this is unlikely. Theoretically, the ability to derive intraverbal responses based on names
and categories should not differ across languages. The existing literature evaluating the
ability of students to derive intraverbals has been conducted in multiple languages. The
study by Luciano (1986) evaluating whether teenagers with mental retardation could
derive intraverbals after being taught to name objects was conducted in Spanish, the
native language of the participants. Yet, these results are very similar to the replication of
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the study (Partington & Bailey, 1993) which was conducted in English, the native
language of the participants in that study. Thus, it is unlikely that the ability to perform
mutual entailment and intraverbals differs across native languages.
A final explanation for why the ELL students performed differently than the PES
students in the current study appears to be more probable. The current study was
conducted entirely in English. It is likely that ELL children had a lower level of English
proficiency than those in the PES group (although no measure of English language
proficiency was administered in the current study). ELL children may not have
understood the instructions for testing or they may not have understood the test questions.
Several of the ELL children displayed signs of confusion during testing such as failing to
answer the question or repeating portions of the question. For example, when asked the
question “What does Bo do?” one child responded, “Bo do.” It is plausible that if the
testing instructions and questions had been delivered in the child’s native language, the
ELL group of children would have answered more questions correctly. Therefore, it is
likely that differences in mutual entailment and intraverbals of the ELL group when
compared to the PES group are attributable to a lack of understanding of testing
instructions and questions as well as a lower ability to maintain learned expressive
responses rather than differences in ability to learn new names and categories, or
differences in ability to derive mutual entailment and intraverbal responses across
languages.
The limitations introduced into this study due to low English proficiency could be
used to help refine future research methods in several ways. First, the research could be
conducted in each child’s native language. However, if this is not feasible, then a test of
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English proficiency could be used to identify potential participants, excluding those with
English proficiency scores below a specified level. This would ensure that all children
included in the study have at least a minimum level of English proficiency to understand
the instructions and test questions. Implications for future research concerning low
performance on delayed mastery tests will be addressed in the next section.

Delayed Mastery
Following other testing procedures, children completed a delayed mastery test to
assess whether they had forgotten any of the directly trained responses. Not all children
performed perfectly (all eight items correct) on the delayed mastery test. Mistakes on the
delayed mastery test could be explained in two ways. First, the children may have
forgotten the trained responses – this might suggest that the mastery criteria used to
terminate training was not stringent enough to ensure that children could maintain all of
the directly trained responses through the entire assessment period. On the other hand,
the delayed mastery test took place late in the session. Mistakes on the delayed mastery
test could also be attributable to student fatigue.
While less than perfect performance on delayed mastery tests did not seem to
substantially impact performance on mutual entailment and intraverbal items, it does
point to a limitation in the procedures of this study. Future research could be refined in a
way to ensure that inadequate delayed mastery performance does not influence
performance on dependent variables. This could be accomplished in several ways. First,
while training could be delivered in one or two sessions similar to the current study, the
mastery criterion could be raised. For example, instead of three consecutive correct
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responses in a mixed set, the children could be required to produce a larger number of
consecutive correct responses. Another way to strengthen the mastery criteria would be to
add a fluency component. In this case, the children would have to produce a specified
number of consecutive correct responses in a mixed set and within a specified time limit.
Yet another option to increase the chances of better performance on the delayed mastery
test may be to require a mastery criterion to be met on each of a specified number of
consecutive sessions. Whether any or all of these mastery criteria would actually result in
improved performance on delayed mastery is an empirical question and a topic for future
research.
We have explored several issues that may impact the interpretations of the current
study, but it is also important to begin to understand how the findings from this study can
be generalized to other populations and other language tasks. The next few topics
addressed have to do with the degree to which the findings from the current study can be
generalized across child characteristics such as age and risk-status or task characteristics
such as the specific type of relationships taught.

Age
The children who participated in this study were older (age range = 54 – 67
months) than the participants in previous research in which inconsistent results were
reported. Three children in a previous study (Petursdottir et al., 2008) between the ages of
41 to 50 months failed to produce untrained intraverbals following Expressive and
Listener training in names and Listener training in categories. Children between the ages
of 39 and 60 months in two previous studies (Partington & Bailey, 1993; Miguel et al.,
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2005) produced intraverbals inconsistently following Expressive training in names and
categories. Based on the findings in previous studies as well as the current study,
younger children perform derived intraverbals less accurately than older children.
However, due to the small number of participants in the previous research, it is difficult
to make generalizations about the age at which this skill develops. Therefore, the extent
to which the findings in the current study can be generalized to children of different ages
is not known. More research should be conducted to determine how both younger and
older children perform on the dependent variables measured in the current study.
Research in a variety of age groups will allow the identification of developmental
trends for mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals. Researchers in one study have
suggested that mutual entailment develops as early as 17 months and combinatorial
entailment develops as early as 24 months in an equivalence (sameness or identity)
relation (Lipkens et al., 1993). Yet, these ages may be specific to the equivalence relation
and perhaps specific features of the stimuli and task. In the current study, while almost all
children in the Expressive group produced mutual entailment responses, 65% of these
children made at least one error on intraverbals. For the Listener group, 91% and 94% of
children made at least one error on mutual entailment and intraverbals, respectively. This
study suggests that many typically developing children between 54 and 67 months are
still developing both mutual entailment and intraverbals in a categorization relation since
they failed to produce correct responses on all items.
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Risk Status
The preschool children who participated in this study were considered at-risk for
school failure. They attended a Head Start preschool program for children from low
income families. According to Hart and Risley (1995), children from economically
disadvantaged backgrounds tend to differ on various language skills compared to children
from more economically advantaged backgrounds. In a longitudinal study of 42 families
from a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds, the Hart and Risley identified patterns of
language development. They found that children from economically disadvantaged
backgrounds had smaller vocabularies than children from economically advantaged
backgrounds. The children from economically disadvantaged backgrounds also had
flatter vocabulary growth curves. That is, they were not learning words as rapidly as
children from economically advantaged backgrounds. Based on this information, it is
important to understand how children in the current study may differ from groups of
children from different socioeconomic backgrounds. This is especially true of children
receiving Listener training since children with better mutual entailment and intraverbal
skills are more likely to be able to say words learned as listener responses and thus
increase the size of their vocabularies. Future researchers should determine if children
from different socioeconomic backgrounds perform differently on derived mutual
entailment and intraverbal responses within a categorization task. If children from low
income backgrounds perform at lower levels of accuracy on these dependent variables,
and if these skills are important for future language development, then preschool
interventions targeted at teaching children to produce these responses are warranted.
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Families of Relations
In the current study, mutual entailment and intraverbals were tested within a
categorization task. It is possible that the findings from this study are specific to the
categorization relationships among names and intraverbals. Yet, preschool children are
asked to respond to many types of relations other than categorization such as equivalence,
difference, part-whole, opposites, cause-effect, and temporal relations among many
others. Other relations that involve naming and intraverbal responses should be
researched to determine whether the patterns found in the current study also apply to
other relations. That is, having learned to derive mutual entailment and intraverbals in a
categorization relation, to what degree can the child then produce mutual entailment and
intraverbals in a different relation without direct training? For example, in a part-whole
relationship, children can be taught to name whole objects and parts of objects. Mutual
entailment could be tested for whole object names and object part names by testing
listener skills if training was expressive or testing expressive skills if names were trained
as listener responses. Intraverbals could be tested by having the child answer questions
about the whole object and its parts in the absence of the object. If the child learned to
name a “car” and also learned to name it parts such as “wheels,” “doors,” and “hood” the
intraverbal could be tested by asking the child “What are the parts of a car?” while car is
not present. This would be important to RFT in that it would show mutual entailment and
combinatorial entailment (intraverbals) to be skills that children can generalize across
types of relations. Whether children can generalize these skills would also be important
when developing a language instruction program. It would be important to know whether
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mutual entailment and intraverbals need to be specifically taught in each type of relation
or whether these skills are generalizable across types of relations.
In addition to research on relations that involve names and intraverbals, future
research should also be conducted to determine if the findings in the current study also
apply to types of combinatorial entailment other than intraverbals. Intraverbals are only
one example of combinatorially entailed responses. Other types or responses such as
naming and matching could be arranged to test combinatorial entailment. For example, an
equivalence task could involve three stimuli that are the same in some respect. A child
could be taught to say a name when presented with an actual object. The child could also
be taught to say the same name when presented with a picture of the object.
Combinatorial entailment could be tested through a matching task (a form of listener
responding). The child would select the picture when presented with the object or select
the object when presented with the picture. This is similar to the matching task used in
the current study to assess social validity. However, almost all children in this study
performed perfectly on the matching task. To assess the relationship between
performance on mutual and combinatorial entailment using a matching task, researchers
would need to recruit younger children than those in the current study or children with
developmental delays. These populations of children would be more likely to produce
more variable results on a matching task allowing analysis of relationships among mutual
entailment and combinatorial entailment skills.
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Implications for future research

In this section, we explore theoretical and practical implications of the findings
concerning each research question.
In the first two research questions, performance of preschool children trained in
either listener or expressive responses was compared to chance. Performance was
significantly better than chance for both mutual entailment and intraverbals in all
comparisons except for the ELL subgroup. These findings are important both
theoretically and practically. First, these findings clarify some of the inconsistencies in
previous studies (Luciano, 1986; Miguel et al., 2005; Partington & Bailey, 1993;
Petursdottir et al., 2008). In previous studies some, but not all, children produced
untrained intraverbal responses following training in names and categories. Since these
studies used single subject designs and included a small number of participants, broad
conclusions about the ability of preschool age children (as a population) to perform
untrained intraverbal skills were extremely tentative.
The current study shows that many preschool age children are capable of
producing both mutual entailment and intraverbals having been trained in only item
names and categories. This finding adds support to the assertions of RFT. It seems that
by preschool age, many children have learned the underlying relationships among names
and intraverbals and are able to produced untrained intraverbals after learning only names
and categories. It is also important to note that there is variability in performance of
mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals in both training groups. Although some
children performed all 8 mutual entailment and intraverbal responses flawlessly, some
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children performed at lower levels of accuracy. For mutual entailment, 18% of children
in the Expressive group and 91% of children in the Listener group made errors. For
intraverbals, errors were made by 65% of children in the Expressive group and 94% of
children in the Listener group. This suggests that the skills of deriving mutual entailment
and intraverbal responses are not firm in all preschool age children. Future interventions
could be focused on teaching these skills for children who are not firm in mutual
entailment and intraverbal performances.
Within the Listener training group, it is notable that a small number of children (3
out of 34) were able to perform both mutual entailment and intraverbals perfectly (all
eight items correct). This is notable because children in Listener training were not as
highly selected as those in Expressive training and because Listener training appears to
be a relatively weak form of instruction. These children would likely have an advantage
in learning new names and intraverbals compared to other children since they learn more
from activities that do not require expressive responding. This could be important since
not all children can be expected to produce expressive responses in all activities. Some
children are less talkative than others and do not engage in expressive responses
regularly. In other cases, large class sizes may prevent teachers from frequently eliciting
expressive responses from all students. Many potential learning experiences also take
place outside of the classroom (e.g. home, community, etc.) and may not require
expressive responding. It would be beneficial to learn why some children were able to
learn so much from Listener training. This information could support future interventions
to increase the amount of information gained from less than optimal teaching situations
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and natural learning experiences outside of the classroom in which not all children are
given the chance to practice expressive skills.
The fourth research question concerns the relationship between mutual entailment
and intraverbal responses. This relationship has been largely unexplored in the existing
literature. In the current study, most children performed mutual entailment at levels equal
to or higher than intraverbals. Only 4 out of 68 children scored higher on intraverbals
than on mutual entailment. This demonstrates that mutual entailment develops earlier
than intraverbals, at least with the tasks used in this study. This pattern of acquisition of
mutual entailment and intraverbal responses adds clarity to RFT. According to Hayes et
al. (2001, p. 31) “it seems highly likely that combinatorial entailment usually emerges
slightly later in language training than mutual entailment due to its complexity and
training history. In principle, however, combinatorial entailment need not be linearly
related to mutual entailment.” The study provides empirical evidence for this pattern of
acquisition in a categorization task. However, additional research is needed to further
explore the nature of the relationship between mutual entailment and intraverbals. For
example, it is unknown whether mutual entailment develops earlier than intraverbals
because it is a simpler relation or whether it is a prerequisite skill. It is still unknown
whether improvements in mutual entailment skills have a parallel effect on performance
of intraverbal skills. It should be determined whether targeting an intervention at mutual
entailment will also have effects in intraverbal performance even though intraverbals are
not directly taught in the intervention.
The ability to produce mutual entailment and untrained intraverbals may be
important targets for early language interventions. Strand, Barnes-Holmes, and Barnes-
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Holmes (2003) have suggested that the ability to derive relational responses (such as
mutual entailment and combinatorial entailment) may underlie performance in academic
domains such as general intelligence, problem solving, vocabulary, and analogies.
Research has also shown that the ability to perform relational tasks is correlated with
vocabulary and arithmetic performance in adults (O’Hora, Paleaz, & Barnes-Holmes,
2005). Currently, little research is available concerning the effect of improving mutual
entailment and untrained intraverbal skills on other academic domains. It is an empirical
question whether targeting a child’s ability to produce mutual entailment and untrained
intraverbals will result in improved academic performance such as vocabulary or
arithmetic abilities or other related cognitive abilities such as problem solving and
analogy. Future researchers should attempt to increase mutual entailment and untrained
intraverbals through interventions and test whether parallel increases are also found in
other academic skills.
Several studies have already been conducted to explore the kinds of specific
instruction that might improve mutual entailment skill. One study (Greer, Stolfi, ChavezBrown, & Rivera-Valdes, 2005) focused specifically on improving children’s ability to
perform mutual entailment when trained in listener responses. In this study, children
between two and four years old were taught a listener response for a set of pictures. The
listener response required the child to match pictures after hearing the instruction to
“Match (name).” The child placed a picture on top of the corresponding picture out of an
array of two pictures. The ability to then say the name of the picture when shown the
picture (mutual entailment) was evaluated. Following pretests on mutual entailment, the
children received multiple exemplar training which included teaching the children to
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produce both listener and expressive responses for several pictures. Mutual entailment
improved for all participants following multiple exemplar training. This study shows that
it is possible to increase mutual entailment for a naming response by teaching both
listener and expressive responses for multiple exemplars.
Taken together, the results of the current study and the study by Greer et al.
(2005) suggested that children at the preschool age level may benefit from an
intervention to improve mutual entailment, which can be taught through multiple
exemplar training. The current study suggests that within the Head Start preschool
population some children, especially those in the Listener group, do not perform mutual
entailment or intraverbals reliably and may benefit from training in these skills. Greer et
al. suggested that children who do not perform mutual entailment reliably may benefit
from multiple exemplar training. The next study in this line of research should assess the
effects of multiple exemplar training on intraverbals. If intraverbals do not improve when
multiple exemplar training is implemented on mutual entailment, then researchers should
assessed whether multiple exemplar training directed specifically at intraverbals will
improve intraverbal performance in a categorization task.
In conclusion, this study provides a foundation for a line of research on features
of RFT that have direct applications in preschool settings. Ideally a line of research
following the current study would include (a) studies to determine whether teaching the
skill of mutual entailment has a positive effect on intraverbals, (b) studies to determine
whether we can reliably teach children in a way that will enable them to derive relations
(mutual entailment and intraverbals) from relatively weak Listener training, and (c)
studies to determine if teaching mutual entailment and intraverbals has positive effects on
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future academic performance. The lines of research just described would be aimed at
producing a set of practical interventions for improving language skills that are important
for language and academic performance.
The lines of research described will be particularly important for children who are
at-risk for academic failure. If children can be taught the underlying relationships in
language such as the relationship between naming and intraverbals, interventions can be
used to increase the efficiency of language learning for children at-risk for school failure,
and the chances of academic failure may be decreased. This might be accomplished by
structuring preschool curriculum to include interventions based on the underlying
relationships of language specified by RFT. Whether this possibility will become reality
and what these interventions will include will be dependent on the outcomes of future
research.
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Appendix A
Example of Test Stimuli Page
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Appendix B
Example of Stamp Cards
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Figure B1. Example of stamp card used in motivation procedures.
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Appendix C
Data Sheets
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Teaching Method: Expressive/Listener
Picture Set: Monsters
Instructions for teaching portion of session:
• If the child says/points to the correct name/category – place a check mark () in the
column for that character
• If the child says/points to the wrong name/category – place an (X) in the column
• If the teacher models the correct answer following a wrong response – place an (M)
beside the (X)
• The first response following a model will count as a separate response and will be
marked as either correct or wrong in the next space on the data sheet.
• When a stamp is delivered, circle the last response marked before the stamp was
delivered.
Instructions for mutual entailment test:
Place a check mark () in the blank beside each name/category if the child says/points to the
correct picture when told the name/category. Place an (X) in the blank if wrong.
Note: For each category, there are two correct answers.
Instructions for intraverbal test:
Place a check mark () in the blank beside each name if correct. Place an (X) in the blank if
wrong.
Note: Each category has two correct answers.
Instructions for delayed mastery test:
Place a check mark () in the blank beside each name/category if the child correctly says/points
to the picture name/category. Place an (X) in the blank if wrong.
Note: For each category, there are two correct answers.
Instructions for matching test:
If the child points to the picture in the same category as the sample put a check mark () in the
blank next to the item name. If the child points to a picture in a different category than the
sample, place an (X) in the blank next to the item name.
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Item Names
Kip
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Lou

Bo

May
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Category Labels
Sing
Kip
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Dance
Bo

Lou

May
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Mutual Entailment
Does the child correctly say/point to:
Does the child correctly say/point to:
Lou
_____
Dance
_____ (Lou)
_____ (May)
Bo
_____
Sing
_____ (Bo)
_____ (Kip)
Kip
_____
May
_____
Does the teacher provide corrective feedback (e.g. model) for any responses? ____ yes____ no
Is a stamp provided upon completion of this test?
____ yes
____ no
Intraverbals
Does the child say the correct category for each of the item names?
Bo
_____ (Sing)
May
_____ (Dance)
Kip
_____ (Sing)
Lou
_____ (Dance)
Does the child say the correct name for each of the categories?
Sing
_____ (Bo)
_____ (Kip)
Dance
_____ (May) _____ (Lou)
Does the teacher provide corrective feedback for any responses?
Is a stamp provided upon completion of this test?

____ yes
____ yes

____ no
____ no

Delayed Mastery
Does the child correctly say/point to:
Does the child correctly say/point to:
Lou
_____
Dance
_____ (May) _____ (Lou)
Kip
_____
Sing
_____ (Bo)
_____ (Kip)
May
_____
Bo
_____
Does the teacher provide corrective feedback for any responses?
____ yes
____ no
Is a stamp provided upon completion of this test?
____ yes
____ no
Category Matching
Does the child point to the correct picture?
Kip
_____
Lou
_____
Bo
_____
May
_____
Does the teacher provide corrective feedback for any responses?
Is a stamp provided upon completion of this test?

____ yes
____ yes

____ no
____ no
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Appendix D
Treatment Fidelity Checklists
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____ out of 6

New items introduced after 3 consecutive corrects on previous item.

____ out of 1

Name mastery reached before categories introduced.

____ out of 1

Category mastery reached before tests

____ out of 1

All mistakes corrected with a model

____ out of 8

Stamps awarded for each item learned

____ out of 4

No corrective feedback during tests

____ out of 4

Stamps awarded after each test

____ out of 25

Percentage Fidelity = _____

Figure D1. Assessment and training steps fidelity checklist.
____ out of 1

Instruction read accurately

____ out of 1

Feedback provided on practice items

____ out of 1

No feedback provided on test items

____ out of 1

Ceiling reached (3 consecutive incorrects)

____ out of 4

Percentage Fidelity = _____

Figure D2. Working memory fidelity checklist.
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Appendix E
Statistical Procedures
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. Several nonparametric tests are designed to evaluate
whether two groups perform differently on a dependent variable. The Mann-Whitney test
is a nonparametric test designed for this purpose. The Mann-Whitney test depends on
ranking the scores of participants in each group. Ranks are assigned based on the
magnitude of difference scores. We determined this test to be inappropriate for this data
set due to the large number of tied ranks. Since only nine values are possible in each
dependent variable, many participants will have equal difference scores and thus equal
ranks. For the Mann-Whitney test, a large number of tied ranks can bias the test statistic.
This bias is consistently in the conservative direction making significant differences
between groups more difficult to identify. Blalock (1972) recommends the KolmogorovSmirnov test in situations with numerous tied ranks because this test is less affected by
tied ranks. Although the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is also biased in the conservative
direction by a large number of tied ranks, this bias is less pronounced than in the MannWhitney test (Blalock, 1972).
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to detect differences between scores of two
groups on a single variable. The null hypothesis assumes that the cumulative frequency
distributions for the two samples are equal, which indicates that the groups are from the
same population. In a cumulative frequency distribution, instead of representing the
number of cases within an interval as in a typical frequency distribution, this distribution
represents the proportion of cases equal to or below an interval. The KolmogorovSmirnov test results in a statistic that is the maximum difference between the cumulative
frequency distributions for each group. The maximum difference is the largest difference
between proportions of participants falling at or below each possible rank for each group.
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It is calculated by subtracting the lower proportion from the higher proportion at each
value of rank in a cumulative frequency distribution and selecting the largest difference.
The Z statistic is calculated to compare the maximum difference to a normal
approximation of maximum differences. If the maximum difference is larger than would
be expected by chance, then the null hypothesis can be rejected.
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test. The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test does not assume a
normal distribution. In this test, participants are assigned a rank based on a comparison to
chance. Those scoring less than chance are assigned a negative rank and those scoring
higher than chance are assigned a positive rank. Difference scores are calculated by
comparing each child’s obtained score to chance. The specific value of the rank is
dependent on the size of the difference score. A participant scoring three points above
chance would receive a higher rank than a participant scoring two points above chance.
Those scoring equal to chance are ignored in this calculation. Ranks are then summed
and the null hypothesis is tested. This test evaluates the null hypothesis that the sum of
negative ranks (using absolute values) equals the sum of positive ranks. If these sums are
significantly different, then the null hypothesis can be rejected. The Wilcoxon Signed
Ranks Test results in a Z statistic which is evaluated for significance based on a normal
approximation of sums of ranks.
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Appendix F
Delayed Mastery Subanalysis
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We conducted the delayed mastery subanalysis by first analyzing each child’s
scores on delayed mastery, mutual entailment, and intraverbal tests. If a child made an
error on a delayed mastery item, all questions on the mutual entailment and intraverbal
tests requiring knowledge of that response were excluded from the analysis. For example,
if a child made an error on the delayed mastery item for the character named Bo, then the
mutual entailment item for the character named Bo would be excluded. The two
intraverbal items in reference to Bo would also be excluded. Following identification of
items to be excluded from each child’s tests, we calculated percentages of correct
answers from the remaining items for each dependent variable. Percentages were
necessary since the number of questions on each test differed across children. These
percentages were used to analyze this modified data set on each of the research questions.
Research Questions 1 and 2. We did not calculate comparisons to chance in this
subanalysis. This is because the number of questions for each participant on each
dependent variable is determined by the number of delayed mastery questions answered
correctly. This makes chance calculation specific to each child and each dependent
variable.
Research Question 3. We repeated the comparison between Expressive and
Listener training groups using a subset of mutual entailment and intraverbal items
determined by performance on the delayed mastery test. The results parallel that of the
analysis within the full set of data. Figures F1 – F3 show the dot plot distributions for
mutual entailment and intraverbals in each training group. As can be seen in these graphs,
the Expressive group scored better than the Listener group on both mutual entailment and
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Figure F1. Dot plot distributions of mutual entailment and intraverbals for all participants
(Listener and Expressive).

Figure F2. Dot plot distributions of mutual entailment and intraverbals for PES (Listener
and Expressive).
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intraverbals. This is true of the PES and ELL subgroups as well. In fact, many children in
the Expressive group obtained the highest score possible on each dependent variable
while few children did so in the Listener group. The results of the statistical analysis are
reported in Table F1. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test for statistical
significance. The Expressive group performed significantly better than the Listener group
on both mutual entailment and intraverbals with large effect sizes in both comparisons.
This is also true of the PES subgroup. In the ELL subgroup, the Expressive group scored
significantly better than the Listener group in only mutual entailment. The difference in
intraverbal performance between the Expressive and Listener groups for ELLs was not
significant. However, the power of this statistical comparison may have been reduced by
the small number of participants in the ELL group (n = 14).

Figure F3. Dot plot distributions of mutual entailment and intraverbals for ELL (Listener
and Expressive).
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Table F1
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Comparing Expressive and Listener Groups
Max. absolute
N

Z

p

d

difference
All participants
Mutual entailment

68

.676

2.79

<.001

1.43

Intraverbals

68

.412

1.70

.006

.89

PES
Mutual entailment

54

.628

2.30

<.001

1.21

Intraverbals

54

.426

1.56

.015

.83

ELL
Mutual entailment

14

.889

1.59

.012

2.76

Intraverbals

14

.489

.88

.426

.93

Research Question 4. Scatterplots in Figures F4 – F9 are divided into three
sections: (a) children who scored better on intraverbals than on mutual entailment (upper
portion of graph), (b) children who scored better on mutual entailment than on
intraverbals (lower portion), and (c) children who scored the same on mutual entailment
and intraverbals (along the broken line at x = y). In the Listener training group (Figure
F4), most children (94%) produced mutual entailment scores that were equal to or better
than intraverbal scores. Only 2 (6%) scored in the upper portion of the graph indicating
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better scores on intraverbals than on mutual entailment. The correlation for this
comparison is statistically significant and positive (r = .812, p < .001)
For the Expressive group (Figure F5), all children produced mutual entailment
scores either equal to or better than intraverbals scores. Twenty (59%) of children scored
in the lower portion of the graph with better mutual entailment scores and 14 (41%) of
children scored along the line with equal mutual entailment and intraverbal scores. The
correlation for the Expressive group is also statistically significant and positive (r = .554,
p = .001).

Figure F4. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for all participants
(Listener).
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Figure F5. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for all participants
(Expressive).

The PES subgroup results parallel the analysis with all participants. In the
Listener group (Figure F6), only two children (8%) scored better on intraverbals than on
mutual entailment. All other PES children in the Listener group (92%) scored better on
mutual entailment than on intraverbals. In the Expressive group (Figure F7), all PES
children scored better on mutual entailment than on intraverbals. Correlations for both
Listener (r = .726, p< .001) and Expressive (r = .600, p = .001) groups are significant and
positive.
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Figure F6. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for PES (Listener).

Figure F7. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for PES (Expressive).
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All ELL children in both Listener (Figure F8) and Expressive (Figure F9) groups
scored equal to or better on mutual entailment than on intraverbals. The correlations
between mutual entailment and intraverbals for the Listener group (r = .728, p = .026) is
positive and statistically significant. The correlation for the Expressive group (r = .753, p
= .141) is strong and positive but not statistically significant due to the small number of
participants (n = 5) in this group.

Figure F8. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for ELL (Listener).

Question 5. We calculated correlations between working memory and mutual
entailment and intraverbals for the delayed mastery subanalysis. These correlations are
displayed in Table F2. The results are similar to the analysis using the full data set.
Correlations are significant and positive only for the Listener training group. As can be
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seen in Figures F10 – F11, these correlations are weak and the relationship between
working memory and mutual entailment and intraverbals is somewhat unclear.

Figure F9. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and intraverbals for ELL (Expressive).

Table F2
Correlations Between Working Memory and Dependent Variables
Mutual entailment

Intraverbals

Listener

.416*

.463*

Expressive

.045

.105

Training group

p <.05
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Figure F10. Scatterplot of mutual entailment and working memory (Listener).

Figure F11. Scatterplot of intraverbals and working memory (Listener).
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Appendix G
Calculation of Chance
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We calculated chance for measures of mutual entailment and intraverbals. In
chance calculations, we assumed that the children guessed from the pool of four item
names and two category labels. Figure G1 shows the possible name and category
responses available for each picture in the mutual entailment test. Figure G2 shows the
possible name and category responses for the intraverbal test. This is a conservative
estimate of chance since it does not take into account the possibility of a child responding
with “I don’t know” or similar responses or by providing a name or category outside of
those taught in this study.

Kip
Bo

Sing

Lou

Dance

May

Figure G1. Possible mutual entailment responses for chance calculation.

Kip
Bo
Dance

Sing
Lou

Lou

Dance

May

Figure G2. Possible intraverbal responses for chance calculation.

We calculated chance separately for name and category responses. Since there are
four choices for item names, the chance of guessing the correct name is .25. Given four
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items, the children are likely to guess one answer correctly by chance. For category
responses, since there are two choices for category labels, the chance of guessing the
correct category is .5. Given four items, the children are likely to guess two answers
correctly by chance. Adding name and category responses together results in three as the
number of responses equal to chance.
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Appendix H
Contingency Table Analysis
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We also conducted a contingency table analysis to explore the relationship
between mastery of mutual entailment and mastery of untrained intraverbal responses.
Those children who answered all eight mutual entailment or intraverbal (combinatorial
entailment) responses correctly were considered to have mastered each response. Those
with less than eight correct did not master each response. We conducted this analysis
separately for the groups of children who received Expressive and Listener training.
The analysis begins by categorizing participants into those who mastered each
type of derived response and those who did not. A contingency table and chi square
statistic (test of independence) were used to analyze whether mastery of mutual
entailment was independent of mastery of combinatorial (intraverbal) entailment. If these
types of responses are independent, then the performance of participants will fall into the
cells of the contingency table in proportions similar to those expected by chance
(indicated by numbers in parentheses). However, one assumption of the chi square
statistic is violated. Expected values in some of the cells of the contingency table are
fewer than five. This can increase the likelihood of spurious results in the chi square
statistic in either direction. We used the continuity correction in an attempt to prevent
spurious effects due to the small expected cell frequencies.
In Table H1 the contingency tables for Listener and Expressive groups are
displayed. Almost all of the data for the Listener group fall into the cell for failure to
mastery either mutual entailment or intraverbals. Very few children in the Listener group
mastered either mutual entailment or intraverbals. In the Listener group mastery of
intraverbals is significantly dependent on mastery of mutual entailment, χ2 (N = 34, 1) =
11.57, p = .001, phi = .804, when the continuity correction is used. In the Expressive
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group, almost all children mastered mutual entailment. The degree of relation between
mastery of intraverbals and mastery of mutual entailment in the Expressive group falls
short of statistical significance when the continuity correction is used, χ2 (N = 34, 1) =
2.32, p = .128, phi = .342. However, if the chi square statistic had been calculated without
the continuity correction, this analysis would also have been considered statistically
significant, χ2 (N = 34, 1) = 3.97, p = .046.

Table H1
Contingency Table Comparing Mastery of Mutual Entailment and Intraverbals
Intraverbal
Mastered

Not mastered

Row sums

Listener
Mastered

2 (.2)

1 (2.8)

3

Not mastered

0 (1.8)

31 (29.2)

31

Column sums

2

32

34

Mutual entailment

Expressive
Mastered

12 (9.9)

16 (18.1)

28

Not mastered

0 (2.1)

6 (3.9)

6

Column sums

12

22

34

Mutual entailment

When this analysis is repeated for only PES children, similar results are evident.
Contingency tables for separate training groups are displayed in Table H2. In the Listener
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training analysis, mastery of intraverbals is significantly dependent on mastery of mutual
entailment, χ2(N = 34, 1) = 8.17, p = .004, phi = .799, when the continuity correction is
used. In the Expressive training condition mastery of intraverbals and mutual entailment
responses are not significantly dependent when the continuity correction is used, χ2(N =
34, 1) = 2.45, p = .117, phi = .383. Similar to the contingency table analysis with the full
set of participants, the results for the Expressive group are significant if the continuity
analysis is not used, χ2(N = 34, 1) = 4.27, p = .039.
We did not repeat the contingency table analysis for the ELL subset of
participants. This is because none of these students mastered the intraverbal response,
thus a contingency table and chi square statistic would not indicate the degree of
independence of mutual entailment and intraverbals.
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Table H2
Contingency Table Comparing Mastery of Mutual Entailment and Intraverbals (PES)
Intraverbal
Mastered

Not mastered

Row sums

Listener
Mastered

2 (.2)

1 (2.8)

3

Not mastered

0 (1.8)

22 (20.2)

22

Column sums

2

23

25

Mutual entailment

Expressive
Mastered

12 (9.9)

12 (14.1)

24

Not mastered

0 (2.1)

5 (2.9)

5

Column sums

12

17

29

Mutual entailment
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